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Abstract^ 
Despite the dramatic reduction in the cost of computation, 
mass storage and semi-conducter storage, the advance of 
computer aided learning in our education centers uill be 
sloued by the unavailability of software (courseusre). We 
can expect courseuare to be unavailable in the near term 
because 1) softuare development costs are rising, 2) much of 
the available courseuare is tightly coupled to a single 
machine, and 3) much of the available courseuare has been 
developed by novice programmers and is neither transportable 
nor easily maintained. 
PL/T (Programming Language for Teaching) delivers a notation 
in uhich courseuare can be expressed in a concise, natural 
way. It is easy to use, yet pouerful enough to configure 
very complex programs. The PL/T system includes a one-pass, 
recursive descent compiler uritten in PASCAL. PL/T source 
lessons are translated into an intermediate PL/T "machine 
code" uhich is interpreted by another PASCAL program. The 
use of PASCAL increases the portability of PL/T courseuare. 
Additionally, PL/T includes primitives for structured 
programming uhich facilitate construction of very readable, 
very maintainable lessons. 
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Source features of the language and their usefulness in 
courseuare construction are described. 
The paper explains the structure of the compiler. Attention 
is given to language features directly influenced by 
compiler design decisions. The design of the interpreter is 
also discussed uith attention to several architectural 
components: the run-time stack, program status registers, 
the read-only program store and the fetch-execute loop. 
Examples of code generation are given. 
Appendices include formal syntax diagrams, the PL/T 
"machine" instruction set and a sample lesson on PL/T. 
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Introduction 
The steep decline in the cost of computation and mass 
storage, especially for stand-alone, micro-computer based 
systems, uill permit education centers to employ computer 
aided instruction (CAI) as a significant and cost-effective 
medium. Whether (or to what degree) learning centers Mill 
use the improving technology is uncertain. 
The increase in computational power and memory for a 
fixed price has been approximately exponential over 
time. Cost-effectiveness doubles every tuo years- 
It seems likely that this doubling will continue 
through the 1980's. One crucial factor has been the 
astonishing increase in the number of active 
elements on a single silicon chip. Such 
developments are moving us rapidly into the 
information age, and, as a result of this 
transition, the use of information technology is 
flourishing everywhere except in the field of 
education. Education is not just missing an 
opportunity: it is failing to discharge a crucial 
responsi bi1i ty.x 
Due to the labor intensiveness of programming, declining 
harduare cost uill be offset by increased costs to develop 
software for computer aided learning, or courseware. Since 
near-term   technological  advances  are  not  likely   to 
1
 Lipson, Joseph I, (National Science Foundation), 
"Technology in Science Education: The Next 10 Years" 
Computer, Vol. 13,No. 7, July 1980,pp.23-28. 
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significantly reduce the cost of programming, courseware 
uill be inexpensive only to the extent that its ccst can be 
distributed over a great many learning centers. That is. to 
be inexpensive, courseuare must be transportable and easily 
mod i f i ed. 
Successful courseuare development has less to do uith the 
art of programming than uith the aesthetics of teaching. An 
elegant program can administer a very boring practice-and- 
drill session uhile a tangled, inscrutable piece of 
courseuare can offer a delightful learning experience. The 
time spent coding a lesson uill be much less than that spent 
composing lesson text and improving the lesson's human 
engineering. For instance, a good lesson should not only 
distinguish betueen correct and incorrect student responses, 
but should also recognize degrees of incorrectness and be 
able to steer a student to portions of a lesson most suited 
to his competence. 
PL/T (Programming Language for Teaching) delivers a notation 
in which courseuare can be expressed in a concise, natural 
way. It is easy to use, yet pouerful enough to configure 
very complex programs. Its ease of use follous from an 
uncluttered syntax  uhich includes only ten  statement types 
- <*   - 
and forty reserved uords. This is not to say that 
courseuare development uith PL/T is easy. As noted above, 
significant forethought and imagination are required before 
coding can begin. But any given lesson plan should be easy 
to implement as a PL/T program. 
Beyond convenience, PL/T fulfills the follouing requirements 
for a courseuare development language: 
• Transportability - any machine uhich implements PASCAL 
can be used to originate PL/T programs that may be 
compiled and executed at other installations. 
• Maintainability - PL/T includes language features uhich 
facilitate construction of \ery readable, very 
maintainable lessons. 
• Efficiency - both the PL/T compiler and the run-time 
monitor which administers compiled lessons are small 
enough to run on today's micro-computers, or to be 
favored by the scheduling algorithms on larger 
multiprogramming systems. 
The PL/T System 
A one-pass,  recursive descent compiler, written  in PASCAL, 
translates PL/T source lessons into  an intermediate ( (PL/T 
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"machine") code. The intermediate code is segmented into 
lesson pages of uniform size on a direct access file. This 
code is interpreted by another PASCAL program, the run-time 
monitor or PL/T "machine". The interpretive approach 
accounts for PL/T's machine independence. Any system uith a 
PASCAL compiler can compile and administer PL/T courseuare. 
The run-time monitor is a virtual machine in that it 
maintains only a uorking set of intermediate code pages 
throughout a lesson.2 Software paging allous very large PL/T 
lessons to execute in the same real storage as short 
lessons, on any hardware, under any operating system. To 
reduce paging I/O and improve lesson response time, the 
interpreter can be made to maintain a larger uorking set. 
When the harduare and operating system implement their oun 
paging, PL/T page faults may be largely replaced by 
operating system page faults by maintaining a very large 
uorking set of intermediate code pages. Since the operating 
system's paging I/O uill probably be faster than problem 
program I/O (i.e., PL/T's paging) response time should 
improve. 
2
 For PASCAL implementations uhich support only sequential 
file access, external procedures are called to perform the 
direct access I/O. 
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The instruction set of the PL/T machine is designed for 
compactness and as a natural target for the compilation 
process. The close source-target fit reduces the size and 
complexity of the compiler. The compact instruction set 
(many instructions are represented in a single byte) reduces 
the size of the intermediate representation and consequently 
reduces page faults. 
Good response is crucial to a CAI system. Trivial events 
such as screen flips or the evaluation of terminal responses 
should be nearly instantaneous if student boredom and 
frustration are to be avoided. It is fair to ask if the 
inherent overhead of interpretive processing affects PL/T's 
ability to deliver acceptable response time. 
Like other interactive programs, a piece of courseuare uill 
predominantly be waiting for terminal input. The time spent 
executing courseuare instructions uill account for a small 
percentage of a lesson's connect time. Responsiveness uill 
depend much more on terminal and paging I/O speeds, terminal 
baud rates and system load than on the efficiency of the CAI 
system softuare. 
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Language Features 
Evaluating Responses 
Evaluating terminal responses is one of the most important 
aspects of courseware programming. Incorrectly rejecting a 
correct answer can turn a student against an otheruise v^ry 
good lesson. Programmers must strike a balance betueen a 
very narrow tolerance (uith the risk of rejecting good 
ansuers) and bogging down a program with code to handle any 
conceivable correct response. Some CAI systems try to 
reduce coding effort by automating error detection. The 
PLATO system uill try to recognize trivial misspellings, for 
example, "tringle", instead of "triangle".3 PL/T is designed 
to protect students from their innocent errors and relieve 
programmers of that responsibility. Consider the following 
examp1es: 
• The correct response to a multiple choice question is 
choice C ... LINCOLN. C is expected, but the student 
keys in LINCOLN. 
• The correct response to a multiple choice question is A> 
but the student depresses the key too long and responds 
AA. 
3
  Sherwood, Bruce  Arne, The TUTOR Language,  (USA, Control 
Data Education Company, 1977), p. 17. 
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• The correct response is 2» but the student types TUO. 
• The student hits tt instead of N on a yes/no question. 
In each example, the response is not urong, but invalid, of 
the urong type. PL/T recognizes four primitive data types 
and has get-response verbs corresponding to each. CETM is 
used uhen the programmer insists on a one character multiple 
choice response. CETT is used to retrieve true/false, 
yes/no ansuers. GETN prompts for numeric and dollar amount 
responses and GETS prompts for a string response of tuenty 
characters or less. Any response to a GETS prompt is 
accepted, but for GETM» GETN and GETT» the run-time monitor 
uill perform a data type check and reprompt automatically if 
the response is invalid. Returning to the invalid responses 
above, the monitor's behavior would have been: 
GETtt prompt 
GETN prompt > Tuo 
|ReaI number response expected. Rekey. 
GETT prompt > M 
JTrue/false,yes/no response expected. Rekey. 
Having passed the physical edit  imposed by the get-response 
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verb,  the   programmer  must  decide   if  the ansuer  is 
acceptable.  Suppose the question is:   "What is the capital 
of Florida?'.   Some ansuers uill  be just plain urong, but 
are 'Talahassee' and 'Tallahasee' to  receive no more credit 
than  'Miami'  or  'Detroit'?  The  program  fragment  belou 
demonstrates the use  of PL/T string operators, HAS and IN, 
to recognize near-correct ansuers. 
DISPLAY "What is the capital of Florida?"; 
GETS CITY; 
IF CITY EQ "Tallahassee" = DISPLAY "CORRECT"; 
(CITY HAS "Tal") AND 
("has" IN CITY )       : DISPLAY "MISSPELLED"; 
OTHER : DISPLAY "WRONG..."; 
ENDIF; 
The PL/T IF statement is processed as a nested IF so that 
one, and only one, of the three DISPLAYS above uould be 
transmitted to the terminal. The ENDIF keyuord acts as a 
landmark to the compiler, serving to re-orient a parse after 
a severe syntax error. 
The tuenty character limit on string responses reduces the 
size of the monitor's run-time  stack (see the discussion of 
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the monitor belou) and discourages misuse of PL/T's string 
operations. Programmers should resist the temptation to 
impress students with a lesson's intelligence. Having 
asked: 'Can you explain this phenomenon? Hou?'; one could 
prompt -for, and possibly make some sense of, a lengthy 
response. The disadvantages of this technique are that it 
is expensive and slou to execute, difficult (maybe 
impossible) to code, and sets an unrealistic standard of 
intelligence for the lesson. If subsequent response 
evaluations demonstrate little or no intelligence, the 
student will be both disappointed and confused. Courseuare 
uith a consistent lou cunning is preferable to lessons uhich 
are sometimes ingenious, sometimes moronic. 
For evaluating responses to GETN prompts, numeric 
expressions can be used to define tolerances. 
DISPLAY "What is the value of the constant pi?"; 
GETN;   (xterminal response->default numeric 
response variable, N     *) 
IF N LT 0 : DISPLAY "?????????"; 
(N GE 3.1*1) AND 
(N LE 3.1*2)        : DISPLAY "CORRECT"; 
OTHER : DISPLAY "pi = 3.1*12"; 
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ENDIF; 
Control Statements 
PL/T implements and  encourages a top-doun style  of program 
development.  The merits of this discipline have been argued 
elseuhere.* 5  We note here  only that structured  design is 
practiced   uith   many   languages    and   that   softuare 
maintainability  is  both  a  goal  and  a  result  of  that 
practice. 
The building block of a PL/T lesson is the sublesson. 
Beginning uith the main sublesson, control passes via CALL 
statement to other sublessons, each of uhich can CALL other 
sublessons (or themselves) before returning. A typical 
lesson driver is shoun in the code fragment belou: 
*   Wirth,   Niklaus,  "Program  Development  by  Stepuise 
Refinement",  Communications ACM,  Vol.  14,No. 4,  1971,pp. 
221-227. 
5
 Dijkstra,  E.U.,Notes on Structured  Programming, (London, 
Academic Press, 1972). 
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010 BEGIN   (» begin the main sublesson *) 
020 CHOICES* 
030 DISPLAY "Would you like to review 
040 A .. PL/T control statements 
050 B .. Randomizing a lesson 
060 C .. PL/T command mode 
070 Z .. Do not care to review"; 
080 CETM CHOICE; (*prompt for mult, choice answer*) 
090 LOOP (CHOICE NE "Z") 
100 IF CHOICE EQ "A" : CALL CONTROLSTMTS; 
110 CHOICE EQ "B" : CALL RANDOMIZING; 
120 CHOICE EQ "C" = CALL COMMANDMODE; 
130 OTHER       : DISPLAY "choice not offered"; 
140 ENDIF; 
150 DISPLAY CHOICES; 
160 GETM CHOICE; 
170 ENDLOOP; 
180 DISPLAY "End of lesson.  So long"; 
190 END.   (* end of main sublesson x) 
• Line 20 is a PL/T label. A label can name the target of 
a GOTO statement, or, as in this example, the location of 
a DISPLAY statement  uhich can be redisplayed  as in line 
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150. 
• Line 90 begins a conditional loop. Statements 100 - 160 
uill be executed so long as the terminal response 
received first at line 80, and subsequently at line 160, 
is not "Z". Loops can also be coded to execute a fixed 
number of times.  For example:  LOOP 5  ENDLOOP; 
Labels and Variables 
PL/T has no statement for declarations. Labels and 
variables are self defining. The default scope of a PL/T 
label or variable is the sublesson in uhich it is used. In 
the example above, the label CHOICES and the variable CHOICE 
may only be referenced in the main sublesson. Either 
identifier may be reused in other sublessons, but the 
identifiers uill reference storage local to those 
sublessons. 
Global scope is assigned to a variable if its identifier 
begins with the character 3. That variable may then be 
fetched or stored in any of the lesson's sublessons. PL/T 
includes several standard variables such as DATE and TIME 
uhich also have global scope. Labels may never have global 
scope.  GOTO may not be used to cross sublesson boundaries. 
A variable's data type is assigned at compile time in one of 
tuo uays. If the first reference to the variable is in a 
GETM, GETN, GETS or OETT statement, the assigned data type 
uill be multiple choice, numeric, string or true/false 
respectively. If the first use is not as the target of a 
get command, the variable's data type is determined by the 
first character of its identifier: M implies multiple 
choice, N implies numeric, S implies string and T implies 
true/false. For global variables, uhose first character is 
3, the second character of the identifier determines the 
data type. 
Randomization 
PL/T includes a built-in function for random number 
generation. This can be used, as below, to assure that no 
tuo students take the same path through a body of material. 
NUMBER = RAND; 
IF NUMBER LT 33   : CALL QUESTIONA; 
NUMBER LT 67   : CALL QUESTIONB; 
OTHER : CALL QUESTIONCi 
ENDIF; 
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A quiz consisting of ten consecutive randomizations, each 
selecting one of three questions, uould contain only thirty 
questions, but over 60,000, (310), different paths. 
Lesson Auditing 
Courseuare authors may uant to knou uho's using their 
lessons and uhen, hou the students performed, or uihat they 
thought. Through the REPORT statement lesson uriters can 
cause any of the follouing to be logged to an audit file: 
• name of the lesson and sublesson 
• date and time the lesson uas begun 
• a student's response 
• scored and scoreable points 
• free text 
• lesson variables 
Example: 
REPORT  STUDENTNAME  "scored" 
SCORED  "points out Of" 
SCOREABLE 
"on lesson"  LID 
"on"  DATE  "at"  TIME; 
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Command Mode 
Students may also record their opinions on the audit file. 
When the monitor prompts for an ansuer or for a "go on to 
next page" signal, the student may go into PL/T command 
mode. One available command allous the student to enter a 
one line comment into the audit file. Other command mode 
options are: 
• abort the 1esson 
• display the  last or  next-to-the-1ast DISPLAY  statement 
transmi tted 
• display scored points and scoreable points 
• exit sublesson, (go back to point of call) 
Graphics 
"Don't bother starting a CAI project unless you have 
graphics" is a hard lesson to suallou for the 
computer manufacturer uho uants to offer an add-on 
CAI package to uhatever system he is selling at the 
moment, and to the computer center manager uho has a 
lot of alphanumeric terminals connected to a 
timesharing system. Try the follouing test if you 
think this rule can be violated for your specific 
application: see whether the textbooks in your 
field use diagrams and pictures.6 
*  Nievergelt,  Jurg,  (Institut fur  Informatik,  ETH),  "A 
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The author of that quote defines "blackboard" quality 
graphics as the ability to drau lines quickly on a point 
raster of about 200 * 200 points. Some subjects, biology, 
for example, uould require much higher resolution and 
quali ty. 
If the decline in harduare cost continues, ue may expect 
color graphics terminals to be as inexpensive as today's 
monochrome alphanumeric CRT's. At that time, the 
"blackboard" quality graphics tacked on to today's CAI 
systems will greatly under-uti 1 ize the available harduare. 
Such a facility uould require the CAI softuare to knou the 
point addressing conventions of a specific terminal. This 
harduare-specific knouledge uould defeat PL/T's goal of 
machine independence. Additionally, the PL/T language uould 
have to be greatly enlarged to afford even the most modest 
"blackboard" graphics commands. If a picture is uorth 1000 
uords, then ue must expect effective graphics programming to 
be uordy if not cumbersome. 
Pragmatic Introduction to Courseware Design", Computer, Vol. 
13,No. 8, August 1980,pp.7-21. 
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A better approach to delivering crude or detailed graphics, 
animation, and even live images uould be to digitize and 
store the images off-line and retrieve the canned frames 
uith a simple extension to the CAI language. The videodisc 
can serve as the on-line graphics library for CAI systems. 
The Philips laser-read disc marketed since 1978 can store 
54,000 television frames per side and can bring them to the 
screen either sequentially or by random access uith any 
desired delay betueen frames. Systems combining videodiscs 
and microcomputer based CAI are already in use by Hughes 
Aircraft Company and the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA).7 
7
  "Videodiscs - A  Three-Way  Race  for a  Billion  Dollar 
Jackpot", Business Ueek, July 7, 1980, pp.72-80 
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The PL/T Compiler 
Syntax Analysis 
Computer languages reflect many shaping forces. The design 
of PL/T reflects an appreciation of tuo problems: 
• Trivial misunderstandings are unavoidable at any man- 
machine interface 
• Large courseware modules are subject to the same problems 
of design, debugging and maintenance that beset other 
large programs. 
Data typing and automatic reprompting are a response to the 
first problem. PL/T structured programming constructs are a 
response to the second. 
Another shaping force is the PL/T compiler. These compiler 
design criteria have each helped mold the language: 
• To minimize I/O, compilation will use only one pass. 
• Compilation uill use a top-down parse requiring one- 
symbol -1ookahead without backtracking. 
• The compiler must provide useful syntax error diagnostics 
and reasonably good error recovery. 
The  commitment to  a one-pass compile has  two effects  on 
PL/T.   A  sublesson may only call  sublessons  uhich  are 
already defined,  and the size of the largest  sublesson is 
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limited by the sue of the intermediate code buffer 
maintained in core by the compiler. The size limit has a 
secondary effect of enforcing modular design. 
One-symbo1 - 1ookahead is adequate for parsing PL/T uith one 
exception. The syntax graph on pages A.ii and A.iii 
corresponds to the procedure that recognizes the non- 
terminal symbol statement. If the parser is traversing that 
graph and the next symbol is the non-terminal symbol 
identifier, then the recognizer cannot determine if the 
production for a label declaration or the production for an 
assignment statement should be followed. The language 
PASCAL avoids this problem by insisting that labels be 
integers.8 
Since PL/T labels not only identify targets for GOTOsr but 
also name display text for subsequent redisplay, the user 
convenience of descriptive labels uas given precedence over 
the slight inconvenience to the parser. (The correct 
production-" label or assignment, can be determined by the 
next symbol=  » or =.  ) 
8
 Wirth, Niklaus, "The Design of a PASCAL Compiler", 
Software - Practice and Experience, Vol. 1, 1971, pp. 
309-333. 
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PL/T's original syntax  included LOOP ... END,   IF ... END, 
and BEGIN ... END statements. If a parse went aury uithin a 
nesting of these statements, especially because of a 
missing END keyuord, the diagnostics uere sometimes useless. 
Pairing LOOP and IF uith the unique terminators ENDLOOP and 
ENDIF improves parse recovery. 
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Compiler Structure 
Six recognition procedures form PL/T's parser. Each 
procedure corresponds to one of the non-terminal syntax 
graphs in appendix A. Figure 1 shous the dependence 
relationships between the recognition procedures and so 
reflects the organisation of the compiler. 
1esson 
r> statement 
expression <-■ 
simple expression 
term 
factor 
figure 1 Procedure depender TC( ? diagram 
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Scanner and Symbol Tables 
A source scanner, symbol table routines and a code 
generation module serve the parser. The parser calls the 
source scanner uhose output (the next language token) drives 
the parse. The scanner also screens out blanks and comments 
and produces the compile listing. 
Two symbol tables are maintained. A local table stores 
symbols local to the current sublesson: explicit variables 
and labels, and compiler generated variables and labels. 
The local table is maintained as a circular linked list. To 
minimize list storage requirements and dynamic allocation 
overhead, all list entries are freed at the end of each 
sublesson for reuse by the next sublesson. 
A global table stores sublesson names and global variables. 
The global table is also maintained as a circular linked 
list. PL/T standard variables (i.e., DATE. TIME» and the 
default ansuer variables M, N» S and T ) are entered in the 
global table. 
Code Generation 
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The conpiler maintains a code buffer large enough to compile 
the largest allowable sublessor. At the end of a sublesscn 
the cede buffer is transferred, page by page, to an output 
buffer from where it is uritten to disk. When the compiler 
encounters a foruard label reference, an entry is made in 
the local symbol table. The entry is used to patch the 
forward reference uhen the location of the label is known. 
Specific examples of code generation are given belou. 
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The PL/T Machine 
The  PL/T  machine  follous  Wirth's   model  for  the  PL/0 
machine.9 The machine consists of four parts: 
• a read-only store (the pageable lesson file) which 
contains instructions, literals and display statement 
text 
• a dynamic store organized as a stack 
• several program status registers 
• a loop uhich fetches and executes the next instruction 
until a stop-run instruction is encountered 
Every PL/T sublesson consists of a static segment uhich is 
part of the read-only store and a dynamic segment (the 
variables local to that sublesson) uhich exists on the run- 
time stack. A sublesson's dynamic segment is on the stack 
throughout its activation (time of call to time of return). 
Program store 
The read-only program store contains one or more lesson 
pages. Instructions are fetched from the program store 
using tuo-part addresses uhose PASCAL definition follous. 
9
 Wirth, Niklaus, Algorithms + Data Structures =   Programs, 
(Engleuood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1976), pp. 331-347. 
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CONST 
PAGEMAX   = n; (* n set to installation option *) 
OFFSETMAX = n;   (* m set to installation option *) 
TYPE 
VIRTUALADDRESS = PACKED RECORD 
OFFSET : 0..OFFSETMAX; 
PACE   : 0..PAGEMAX 
END; 
VAR 
IC : VIRTUALADDRESS? (* instruction counter x) 
Run-Time Stack 
Each stack location can contain a variable, a constant or a 
segment index (see below). When a sublesson is called, the 
variables local to that sublesson (its dynamic segment) are 
allocated at the top of the stack. The compiler knous the 
position of a variable relative to the start of a dynamic 
segment (its segment index) but cannot predict the position 
of that dynamic segment on the stack when the sublesson is 
activated (the sublesson's stack bsse). References to stack 
variables must, therefore, be resolved at run-time by the 
interpreter. 
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Sublessons are alloued to access variables in their oun 
dynamic segment and also global and standard variables in 
the dynamic segment of the main sublesson. A local 
variable's stack address equals the variable's segment index 
plus the current sublesson's stack base. A global 
variable's stack address equals the variable's segment index 
plus the main sublesson's stack base. Since the main 
sublesson's dynamic segment is aluays first on the stack, 
its stack base is aluays zero. Therefore a global 
variable's stack address is equal to its segment index. 
The machine code fragment belou10 multiplies a local 
variable by 2 and adds the product to the standard variable 
SCORABLE. The local variable's segment index is 4. 
SCORABLE's segment index is 10.   Note that the compiler has 
10
 The instruction set of the PL/T machine  is described in 
appendix B. 
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converted the expression to post-fix notation. 
SCORABLE = SCORABLE + (LOCALVARIABLE * 2); 
CLOAD   10    (*push SCORABLE onto stack*) 
LOAD     4     (*push LOCALVARIABLE onto stack*) 
LIT     2    (*push constant onto stack*) 
MULTIPLY      (multiply LOCALVARIABLE by constant*) 
ADD (*add product to SCORABLE*) 
CSTORE 10    (*store result*) 
• The machine instruction LOAD uses the segment index (4) 
and the current sublesson's stack base to address 
LOCALVARIABLE and bring its value to the top of the 
stack. 
• The machine instructions GLOAD and CSTORE use only the 
segment index (10) to address SCORABLE and bring 
(/return) its value to (/from) the top of the stack. 
Program Status Registers 
The PL/T  machine uses four  program status  registers. The 
instruction counter ( IC ) stores the virtual address of the 
next instruction  to be  fetched from  the read-only  store. 
SBASE stores the  stack base of the  current sublesson. TOP 
stores the absolute  index of the current top  of stack. An 
- 2? - 
instruction register  contains the last  instruction fetched 
from read-only store. 
Sublesson Cal1s 
When a sublesson calls another, the caller's IC and SBASE 
values must be saved on the stack. The action of the CALL 
machine instruction is: 
1) PUSH current IC on stack(TOP). 
2) IC = virtual address of called sublesson. 
3) PUSH current SBASE on stack(TOP). 
4) SBASE = TOP - 1 
The action of the RETURN machine instruction is= 
1: TOP -   SBASE - 1 
2) IC = stack(SBASE) 
3) SBASE = stack(SBASE+l) 
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Figure  2 shows  the stack  after the  main sublessor)  calls 
sublessor! MODULEA and MODULEA calls MODULEB. 
i-> 
available stack 
local variables 
-•  SBASE in MODULEA 
return IC in MODULEA 
1 ocal vari ables 
-•  SBASE in main 
return IC in main 
ma i n sub 1esson 
1ocal variables 
global var i ables 
PERCENT 
RAND 
SCORABLE 
SCORED 
T 
S 
N 
M 
TIME 
DATE 
LESSON 
<-TOP 
dynamic segment for 
sublesson MODULEB 
dynamic segment for 
sublesson MODULEA 
dynamic segment of main 
sub esson 
standard 
variables 
and 
functions 
and 
global 
variables 
figure 2.  Run-time stack 
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Compiling the IF Statement 
IF CHOICE EQ "A" : CALL MODULEA; 
CHOICE EQ "B" : CALL MODULEB? 
ENDIF; 
This statement is compiled as if it were coded: 
IF CHOICE NE "A" : GOTO LABEL1; ENDIF; 
CALL MODULEA; 
EXITIF* GOTO LABEL99; 
LABEL1* IF CHOICE NE "B" : GOTO LABEL2; ENDIF; 
CALL MODULEB; GOTO EXITIF; 
LABEL2* 
LAEEL99* (*continuex) 
The compiler-generated foruard references (LABEL1, LABEL2 
and LABEL99) are resolved ;»-the statement is compiled. The 
compiler-generated backward branch to EXITIF is used to 
minimize then number of unresolved foruard references. 
The virtual address of each unresolved branch must be 
remembered for subsequent resolution. This normally 
requires an entry in the local symbol table. Since the 
branch to LABEL1 can be resolved before the branch to LABEL2 
is generated, the table entry can be reused. 
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If  the  compilation of  each  action  uere followed  by  an 
unresolved branch  to LABEL99>  then we  would need  as many 
local symbol table  entries as their uere actions  in the IF 
statement.  By  generating only one branch to  LABEL99, and 
generating an immediately resolvable backuard branch to that 
branch after each action, we limit the local table entry 
requirement to two per IF statement. 
To guarantee that labels generated for one IF statement do 
not duplicate labels generated for another, nested, IF a 
unique genera ted-1abe1 prefix is assigned to each level of 
statement nesting. IF statements at the same level of 
statement nesting reuse local label prefixes. 
The generated code for the IF statement above follows. 
(Read the symbol I I as "concatenated uith". Read the 
function VA( ) as "virtual address of". The segment index 
of CHOICE is 4.) 
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LOAD U 
LIT A 
EQ 
(*push CHOICE *) 
(*push constant x) 
(x   equal?     x) 
BF  VA(prefixl101) (xbranch if not x) 
CALL VA(MODULEA) (X   CALL *) 
prefixllOO B   VA(prefixI I 99) (xbranch to ENDIFx) 
prefixllOl LOAD <♦ (*push CHOICE x) 
LIT  B (*push constant x) 
EQ (x  equal? *) 
BF  VA(prefixl102) (xbranch if not x) 
CALL VA(MODULEB)    (X   CALL X) 
B   VA(prefixl100) (xbranch to the  x) 
(xbranch to ENDIFX) 
prefix!102 
prefixlI 99 
(X   ENDIF X) 
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Compiling the LOOP Statement 
LOOP (CHOICE NE "Z") 
CALL MODULEA; 
ENDLOOP; 
The compiler generates unique labels for LOOP statements 
also. For a conditional loop, like the one above, tuo 
labels are required. If CHOICE EQ "Z"> then a branch past 
the ENDLOOP is taken. After the call to MODULEA, a branch 
is taken back to the condition logic at the top of the loop. 
LOOP 5 
DISPLAY "**XXXX*XX*XXX"; 
ENDLOOP; 
For iterative loops, like the one above, there is an implied 
condition: (loop-counter LT 5). In addition to generating 
the tuo unique labels, the compiler will generate a unique 
local variable to serve as the hidden loop-counter. That 
local variable can be reused for all LOOP statements at the 
same nesting level in that sublesson. If LOOP statements 
are nested, then a different loop-counter is required for 
each level of nesting. 
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APPENDIX A PL/T SYNTAX DESCRIPTION 
The -formal diagrams in this appendix depict PL/T syntax. 
Non-terminal symbols are those uhich must be expanded or 
transformed by traversing a diagram. They are represented 
in louer case letters. Terminal symbols are those uhich are 
not further transformable. These are the reserved uords and 
symbols of PL/T. They are represented in bold face, upper 
case type . 
lesson : 
LESSON identifier 
SUBLESSON identifier statement 
statement 
- A.i - 
APPENDIX A 
statement =:= 
PL/T SYNTAX DESCRIPTION 
identifier 
IF 
i—> expression -> -> statement ENDIF 
LOOP ■>  ( expression 
integer 
statement ENDLOOP 
GOTO | CALL | CALLX identif ier 
identif i er expression 
GETM   GETN   GETS   GETT 
•—> identi f ier 
- A.ii - 
APPENDIX A PL/T SYNTAX DESCRIPTION 
statement diagram continued 
EEGIN 
REPORT   DISPLAY 
ZZZ   CLEAR 
statement END 
quoted | i dent i f i er 
string 
-nul 1 statement- 
- A.i i i — 
APPENDIX A 
expression = 
PL/T SYNTAX DESCRIPTION 
-> simple expression 
simple expression : 
i—> 
i—> 
term 
term +   -   OR 
- A.iv — 
APPENDIX A 
term '■ '• = 
PL/T SYNTAX DESCRIPTION 
factor 
factor | / | AND 
factor '■ • ~-\ 
identifier 
NOT 
constant 
factor 
->  expression 
constant : = =■ 
quoted string 
number 
TRUE   FALSE 
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APPENDIX B PL/T MACHINE INSTRUCTION SET 
There are sev 
Zero-address 
posit i ons are 
a single byte 
Stack-address 
1 ocat i ons ca 
represented a 
of bytes requ 
Program-addre 
di sp1 ay text 
as a single 
requ i red to r 
L i tteral i nst 
run-time stac 
code, follouie 
the constant, 
eral types of PL/T machine instructions, 
instructions  (Z A ) effect stack  operands uhose 
implied at run-time.   They are represented in 
of program storage. 
instructions (SA) effect stack operands uhose 
nnot be implied at run-time. They are 
s a single byte op-code, followed by the number 
ired to represent a segment index. 
ss instructions (PA) transfer control to, or 
from the program store. They are represented 
byte op-code, followed by the number of bytes 
epresent a virtual address. 
ructions (LT) move constants to the top of the 
k. They are represented as a single byte o p - 
d by the number  of bytes required to represent 
folloued by a terminator byte. 
B.i 
APPENDIX B PL/T MACHINE INSTRUCTION SET 
NUMERIC 
OPERATOPS 
ADD 
SUBTRACT 
MULTIPLY 
DIVIDE 
SIGN CHANGE 
INSTRUCTION 
TYPE  
2A 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
INSTRUCTION 
ACTION 
stack (tcp-l) = stc-ick(1cp-l) + siack( top)1 
stackCtop-l^stsckCtop-lJ-stackCtcp)1 
stack(top-l)=stack(top-l)*stack(tcp)1 
stack(top-l)-stack(top-l)/sxack(top)1 
stack(top) -stack(top) 
BOOLEAN 
OPEATORS 
AND ZA 
OR ZA 
NOT ZA 
STRING 
OPERATORS 
HAS ZA 
IN ZA 
stack(top-l)-stack(top) 
stack(top-l)=stack(top) 
stack(top )  = 
AND stackC top-1 )* 
OR stack(top-I)1 
NOT stack(top) 
stack(top-l)=stack(top-l) CONTAINS stack(top)1 
stackCtop-l)=stack(top) CONTAINS stack(top-1)1 
1
 Stack is popped after operation: top=top-l 
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APPENDIX B PL/T MACHINE INSTRUCTION SET 
COMPARISON 
OPERATORS 
EQ 
NE 
logical L E 
logical LT 
logical GE 
logical GT 
numer ic L E 
numeric LT 
numer1c GE 
numeric GT 
INSTRUCTION 
TYFE 
INSTRUCTION 
ACTION 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
stack(tcp-l)=stackCtop) 
stackCtop-l)-stack(top) 
stack(top-I)=stack(tcp) 
stackC top- 1 )rstack Ctop) 
stack(top-l)=stack(top) 
stack(top-l)=stack(top) 
stackCtop-l)=stackCtop) 
stack(top-l)=stack(top) 
stack(top-l)=stack(top) 
stack(tcp-l)=stack(top) 
EQ stackCtop-1)1 
NE stackCtop-1)1 
LE stackC top-1)1 
LT stack(top-1)1 
GE stackCtop-1)1 
GT stack(top-1 ) x 
LE stackCtop-1)1 
LT stackCtop-1)1 
GE stackC top-1)1 
GT stackCtop-1)1 
I/O 
OPERATORS 
text DISPLAY  PA 
text 
re-DISPLAY  PA 
stack DISPLAY ZA 
REPORT ZA 
GETM ZA 
GETN ZA 
GETS ZA 
GETT ZA 
ZZZ ZA 
CLEAR ZA 
EOL ZA 
EON ZA 
EOR ZA 
display text from program store 
execute text DISPLAY instruction from 
program store then return to current 
PSW 
DISPLAY value at stack(top)1 
write value at stack(top) to audit file1 
stack(top)=multiple choice response2 
stack(top ) -numeric response2 
stack(top)=string response2 
stackCtop) = true/fa 1se response2 
uait for keyboard prompt 
clear screen 
end of DISPLAY 1ine 
end of DISPLAY statement 
end of REPORT statement      x 
1
 Stack is popped after operation: top=top-l. 
2
 Stack is pushed before operation: top=top+l 
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APPENDIX B PL/T MACHINE INSTRUCTION SET 
BRANCHING 
OP ERA TOR 5 
CALL 
RETURN 
BR 
BRFALSE 
INSTRUCTION 
TYPE 
PA 
ZA 
PA 
PA 
INSTRUCTION 
ACTION 
see section on Sublesson calls 
see section on Sublesson calls 
branch unconditionally 
branch if NOT stack(top)1 
STACK 
OPERATORS 
LOAD 
STORE 
GLOAD 
GSTORE 
LIT 
ALLOCATE 
SA stack(top)=stack(segment index + base)2 
SA stackCsegrcent index + base)rstack(top)1 
SA stack(top)=stack(segment index)2 
SA stackCsegment index ) =stack(top )1 
LT stack(top)-constantz 
PA allocate local variables on run-time stack 
1
 Stack is popped after operation: top=top-l. 
2
 Stack is pushed before operation: top=top+l. 
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APPENDIX C PL/T SAMPLE LESSON 
The  folio wing lesson  describes and  exhibits 
features of PL/T 
some of  the 
C.i 
PL/T VERSION 2.0 -- JUNE 1981 25/06/81   PAGE 
1 LESSON PLT; 
7 
7 SUBLESSON DATATYPES; 
23 BEGIN 
23 CLEAR; 
24 DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSON DATATYPES ON 
74 PAGE l."; ZZZ; CLEAR; 
91 DISPLAY "A COMMON PR02LEM WITH COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION 
143 LANGUAGES IS THAT LESSON WRITERS SPENT) TOO MUCH 
197 TIME WRITING CODE THAT PROTECTS LESSON TAKERS FROM 
254 THEIR INNOCENT ERRORS, (EG GIVING AN ANSWER OF 0 
309 WHEN A ZERO WAS EXPECTED).  PL/T PROVIDES FOUR DATA 
367 TYPES-,  MULTIPLE CHOICE, NUMERIC, STRING AND TRUE/FALSE. 
430 CORRESPONDING TO THESE FOUR DATA TYPES 
475 ARE FOUR GET COMMANDS;  GETM, GETN, GETS AND GETT. 
532 EACH GET COMMAND RETRIEVES A RESPONSE FROM THE 
585 LESSON TAKER'S KEYBOARD AND MAKES SURE THAT THE 
639 RESPONSE IS OF THE PROPER DATA TYPE.  IF NOT, THE LESSON 
702 TAKER IS REFRCMPTED UNTIL A RESPONSE OF THE FROPER 
759 TYPE IS RECEIVED.  LESSON WRITERS CAN JUST BE CONCERNED 
821 WITH CCPRECT OP INCORRECT ANSWERS AND LET THE AUTOMATIC 
883 TYPE CHECKING FEATURE TAKE CARE OF INVALID ANSWERS."; 
942 ZZZ; CLEAR; 
944 DISPLAY " 
9^5 THE CODE BELOW WILL CAUSE YCU TO BE PROMPTED FOR 
1000 A TRUE FALSE, A NUMERIC, A MULTIPLE CHOICE, AND A STRING 
1063 RESPONSE IN THAT ORDER.  THE FIRST WILL RE-PROMPT UNTIL 
1125 YCU ANSWER WITH A TRUE, FALSE, YES, NO OR A VALID 
1181 ABREVIATION.  THE SECOND EXPECTS A REAL NUM5ER, 
1235 (FPOPERLY EMPLOYED COMMAS, DECIMAL POINTS AND $ SIGNS 
1295 ARE ALLOWED).  THE MULTIPLE CHOICE PROMPT EXPECTS 
1351 A SINGLE CHARACTER RESPONSE.  THE STRING PROMPT ACCEPTS 
1413 THE FIRST TWENTY CHARACTERS ONLY, BUT DOESN'T CARE 
1470 WHAT THEY APE. 
1491 TRY GIVING INVALID RESPONSES THAT WILL CAUSE 
1542 RE-PROMPTING."; 
1563 ZZZ; CLEAR; 
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DISPLAY "ENTER TRUE/FALSE RESPONSE"; 
DISPLAY T " IS VALID"; 
"ENTER NUMERIC RESPONSE"; 
DISPLAY N " IS VALID"; 
DISPLAY "ENTER MULTIPLE CHOICE RESPONSE"; 
DISPLAY M " IS VALID"-, 
"ENTER STRING RESPONSE"! 
DISPLAY S " IS VALID"; 
l: 1565 
l: 15c5 
l: 15°5 GETT; 
l: 1615 DISPLAY 
l: 16*2 GETN; 
l: 1662 
l: 1697 GETM; 
l: 1717 DISPLAY 
l: 17*3 GETS; 
i: 1763 CLEAR 
l: 1763 END; 
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l: 176H 
l: 1764 SU3LESSCN FACTORIAL! 
l: 1751 BEGIN 
1= 1731      DISPLAY "ENTERING SUBLESSON FACTORIAL. INTEGER =" INTEGER; 
i: 18C3      NSAVE = INTEGER; (» NEXT STATEMENT CHANGES INTEGER SO 
l: 183:                       SAVE VALUE FCP LATER MULTIPLICATION  «) 
l: 1S3:      IF INTEGER EQ 0 : INTEGER = 1; (* 0! EQUALS 1 «) 
l: 1857         OTHER         : BEGIN 
l: 18o6                          INTEGER = SNTEGER - l; 
1= 18~6                            CALL FACTORIAL; 
1= 1632                          INTEGER = INTEGER * NSAVE; 
l: 1Q39                        END; 
1- 1S°5      ENDIF; 
l: 1395      DISPLAY "LEAVING SUBLESSON FACTORIAL. INTEGER =" INTEGER 
l: 19^0 END;         (* END OF SUBLESSON FACTORIAL *) 
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SUBLESSCN INTERMCO-, 
EEGIN 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSON INTEPMCD ON 
PAGE 4."; zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "NORMALLY, VARIABLES DECLARED IN ONE PL/T SUBLESSCN 
MAY KOT BE PEFEPENCED IN ANOTHER SUBLESSCN. VARIABLES 
WHOSE NAMES BEGIN WITH AN Z  SIGN ARE KNOWN AS GLOBAL 
VARIABLES AND THEY MAY EE USED ANYWHERE IN A PL/T 
LESSON. THEY C^N BE USED TO PASS PARAMETERS TO 
SU3LESSCNS OR TO STORE DATA OF USE THROUGHOUT THE LESSON 
SUCH AS THE NAME OF THE LESSON TAKER, 
I AM ABOUT TO PROMPT Y OU FOR AN INTEGER IN THE RANGE OF 
0-10. I WILL STORE YOUR RESPONSE IN THE GL03AL 
VARIABLE ^INTEGER, THIS VALUE WILL THEN BE PASSED TO A 
SUBROUTINE FACTORIAL WHICH CALLS ITSELF RECURSIVELY TO 
COMPUTE THE FACTORIAL OF INTEGER. 
 ENTER AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO 10 "; 
GETN INTEGER; 
LOOP ((INTEGER LT 0) OR (INTEGER GT 10)) 
DISFLAY "ENTER AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO 10"; 
GETN INTEGER; 
ENOLOOR; 
NSAVE = SNTEGER; (* SAVE RESPONSE FOR LATER DISPLAY *> 
CLEAR; 
CALL FACTORIAL; 
DISPLAY NSAVE  " FACTOPIAL EQUALS " INTEGER 
END; <» END OF SUBLESSON INTERMOD *) 
1 = 1941 
1- 1941 
l: 1=57 
1 = 1957 
1 1953 
1 2007 
1 2024 
-> 30 
z 90 
149 
z 205 
z 259 
*> 322 
366 
z *23 
z 4 34 
2 5*6 
-» 
u 6C7 
^ 647 
c 702 
2 7C5 
o 720 
*> 76 0 
2 76 3 
76 9 
*> 773 
2 774 
760 
1 
:  808 
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z- 80Q 
z- 809 
z ■ 826 
k - 826 
*> ; 827 
2: 877 
fc. * 8°4 
°H5 
1001 
<■» ■ 1063 
-> ; 1124 
2: 116* 
O • 1223 
z • 1239 
->  ; 1351 
-> ; 13t8 
z- 1372 
z- 1<*25 
z • 1H71 
*) • 1H7S 
z- 1431 
Z- 1530 
2 • 1562 
Z- 1571 
z- 1622 
z- ueo 
z- 1709 
z- 1724 
z- 1748 
2: 1753 
(- - 17C8 
o ; 1318 
2: 18*43 
*> • 1343 
o * 1349 
2: 18=5 
C  • 1941 
2: 1987 
SU3LESSON RANDOMIZE; 
BEGIN; 
CLEAP; 
DISPLAY "I'OU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SL-'BLESSCN RANDOMIZE ON 
PAGE 5."; zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "PL/T INCLUDES A RANDOMIZATION BUILT-IN FUNCTION 
CALLED RAN0. A CALL TO RAND PLACES A REAL NUMBER 
IN THE PANGE OF ZERO TO 100 IN A SPECIAL PL/T REGISTER, 
LESSONS MAY THEN DIRECT SUBSEQUENT ERANCKING ACCORDING 
TO THE VALUE OF THAT REAL NUMBER, 
FOR INSTANCE, I'M ABOUT TO ASSIGN A RANDOM NUM3ER TO 
THE VARIABLE NRAND. IF IT'S IN THE RANGE OF ZERO TO FIFTY, 
I'LL ASK YCU AN EASY CUESTION. IF NOT, I'LL ASK A HARD 
QUESTION."; 
NRAND = RANO; 
IF NRAND LT 50: DISPLAY "WHO SHOT ALEXANDER HAMILTON?"; 
OTHER    : DISPLAY "WHO WAS THE THIRD VICE FRESIDENT?" 
ENDIF; 
GETS; 
IF S HAS "BURR" 
OTHER 
ENDIF; ZZZ; CLEAP; 
DISPLAY "LET'S SEE JUST HOW RANDOM THE RAND FUNCTION IS. 
I'LL GENERATE A THOUSAND RANDOM NUMBERS AND PRINT A 
DISTRIBUTION.  WATCH!"; 
NI = o; N2 = o; N3 = o; 
LOOP 1000 
NRAND = RAND; 
IF NRAND LT 33 
KRAND LT 66 
OTHER 
ENDIF 
ENDLOOP; 
DISPLAY Nl " NUMBERS WERE IN THE RANGE OF 0  TO 33"; 
DISPLAY N2 " NUMBERS WERE IN THE RANGE OF 34 TO 66"; 
DISPLAY N3 " NUMBERS WERE IN THE RANGE OF 67 TO 100" 
END;   <* END OF SUBLESSON RANDOMIZE *) 
DISPLAY "AARON BURR IS CORRECT!"; 
DISPLAY "SORRY, IT WAS EURR!" 
Nl = Nl + i; 
N2 = N2 ♦ i; 
N3 = N3 + I; 
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SUBLESSON COMMANDMODE; 
BEGIN; 
CLEAR; 
CI5PLAY " 
YOU SHOULD PEFER NOW TO SUBLESSON COMMANDMODE ON 
PAGE 6"; zzz;   CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
ANY TIME YOU ARE PROMPTED FOR AN ANSWER, OR PAUSING 
ON A ZZZ   COMMAND, YCU CAM ENTER PL/T LESSON STATUS COMMANDS. 
PL/T RECOGNIZED THESE COMMANDS 3Y A LEADING "?'. 
FOR INSTANCE, '7HELP' OR '?H' IS INTERPRETED AS A REQUEST 
FOR HELP."; 
SCCREABLE = 100;  SCORED = 75; 
DISPLAY " 
USE THE NEXT PROMPT TO TRY OUT LESSON STATUS COMMANDS. 
TYPE ?H TO GET HELP. THEM TRY CUT SOME OF THE OTHERS. 
WARNING! TABORT WILL END THIS LESSON"; 
END; (* END OF SUBLESSON CCMMANDMODE *) 
2 1088 
2 1983 
-> 2006 
C " 2006 
2 2007 
2 2008 
3 15 
3 31 
3 31 
3 32 
3 90 
3 94 
3 161 
3 216 
j 230 
3 297 
3 297 
3 311 
3 312 
3 :  373 
3 :  433 
3 :  434 
3 :  478 
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475 
470 
404 
494 
494 
4 94 
494 
494 
494 
4C5 
552 
554 
555 
610 
666 
717 
763 
321 
834 
381 
935 
°83 
1033 
1004 
1139 
1165 
1167 
1194 
1236 
12°5 
1337 
1335 
1383 
1418 
1442 
1489 
1496 
SUBLESSON MCDERROR; 
BEGIN; 
LABELXXX* («NOTE THIS IS A PERFECTLY GOOD PL/T LABEL*) 
( *BUT IT MAY NOT BE USED AS THE TARGET OF «) 
(*A REDISPLAY. A LABEL TO BE USED AS A «) 
("REDISPLAY TARGET MAY ONLY BE FOLLOWED BY*) 
(*A DISPLAY STATEMENT. *) 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSON MCCEPRCR ON PAGE 
zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
THIS LESSCN YOU APE TAKING IS BEING ADMINISTERED 
BY THE PL/T MONITOR.  THE MONITOR WILL ATTEMPT TO 
TRAP SITUATIONS WHICH WILL CAUSE A LESSON TO 
ABORT.  THE LESSON WILL ABORT ANYWAY, BUT AT 
LEAST THE LESSCN TAKER WILL BE NOTIFIED OF THE 
CAUSE. 
THESE SITUATIONS APE CALLED MODE ERRORS. 
SOME ARE DIFFICULT TO FORCE, BUT THIS SUBLESSON 
IS SET UP TO GIVE YOU A CHOICE OF SEVERAL 
DIFFERENT ONES.  REMEMBER, IF YCU CHOOSE TO 
ABORT, THE LESSCN IS FINISHED.  YOU MAY WANT 
TO COME BACK TO THIS SUBLESSON WHEN YOU'VE TAKEN 
ALL OF THE OTHERS."; 
zzz; CLEAR", 
DISPLAY "YOUR ABORT CHOICES ARE: 
DIVISION BY ZERO (MODE ERROR 5) 
DISPLAY OF UNINITIALIZED VARIABLE (MODE ERROR 4) 
ILLEGAL REDISPLAY!MODE ERROR 8) 
GO BACK TO MAIN LESSON (DON'T ABORT)"; 
A 
B 
C 
0 
GETM; 
IF M EQ "A 
M EQ "B 
M EQ 
ENDIF 
END; 
C" 
NUMBER = 10 / 0; 
DISPLAY NUMBER; 
DISPLAY  "ABOUT TO CRASH >" LABELXXX 
(» END OF SUBLESSON MODERRORS *) 
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SUB LESSON STRINGS; 
EEGIN 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSON STRINGS ON PAGE 8. 
ZZZ\     CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
SOMETIMES YOU WILL WANT TO AWARD PARTIAL 
CREDIT TO A LESSON TAKER'S RESPONSE.  PL/T PROVIDES 
A CONVENIENT MEANS FOR DOING SO WITH STRING RESPONSES. 
SUPPOSE THE QUESTION IS 'WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF 
FLORIDA?' 
SOME ANSWERS WILL EE JUST PLAIN WRONG, BUT ARE 
'TALAHASSEE', 'TALLAHASEE' AND 'TALLAHASSY' TO RECEIVE 
NO M-RE CREDIT THAT 'MIAMI' OR 'DETROIT' 
THE PL/T STRING OPERATORS, HAS AND IN, CAN 5E USED 
TO SENSE WHEN ANSWERS WERE WRONG BUT ON THE RIGHT 
TRACK.  SO^E EXAMPLES APPEAR BELOW."; 
zzz;  CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF FLORIDA?"; 
GETS CAPITAL! 
IF CAPITAL EQ "TALLAHASSEE" : DISPLAY "CORRECT"; 
(CAPITAL HAS "TAL") AND 
(CAPITAL HAS "HAS")      : DISPLAY "MISSPELLED"; 
OTHEP •• DISPLAY "WRONG" 
ENDIF; 
DISPLAY "WHAT STATE HAS BISMARK AS IT'S CAPITOL?"; 
GETS STATE; 
IF ("DAKOTA" IN STATE) 
AND NOT 
("S" IN STATE) : DISPLAY "CORRECT"; 
OTHER : DISPLAY "WRONG" 
ENDIF 
END; (* END OF SUBLESSON STRINGS ») 
3: 1496 
3: 1496 
3 = 1511 
3: 1511 
3: 1512 
3: 1569 
3: 1571 
3: 1572 
3: 1619 
3: 1677 
3: 1738 
3; 1792 
3: 1808 
3: 1661 
3: 1922 
3: 1969 
3 = 2026 
4: 34 
4: 77 
4: 79 
4: 115 
4: 118 
4: 159 
4: 168 
4 = 205 
4: 223 
4: 230 
4 = 274 
4: 277 
4: 289 
4: 239 
4: 322 
4: 340 
4: 34 7 
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BEGIN («  BEGIN THE MAIN SUBLESSON «) 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO THE MAIN SUBLESSCN ON 
PAGE 9."; zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
THIS LESSON WILL INTPODUCE YOU TO SOME OF THE 
FEATURES OF PL/T.  YOU SHOULD HAVE A SOURCE LISTING OF 
THIS PROGRAM SO THAT YCU CAN MATCH THE CODE WITH PROGRAM 
EVENTS AS THEY OCCUR. 
JUST BELOW THIS DISPLAY STATEMENT IS A ZZZ STATEMENT 
WHICH WILL NOW PUT THIS LESSON TO SLEEP. 
HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE.'", 
zzz; 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
NOW YOU'VE CAUGHT ON TO THE DISPLAY STATEMENT 
AND THE ZZZ STATEMENT AND, AS YOU'VE FRCEABLY GUESSED, 
THE LAST DISPLAY JUST WHIZZED OFF THE TOP OF THE SCREEN AS 
A RESULT OF THE CLEAR STATEMENT.  AS COMPUTER LANGUAGES GO, 
PL/T IS FAIRLY READABLE SO SOME OF THE OTHER LANGUAGE 
CONSTRUCTS SHOULD BECOME FAMILIAR AS WE GO CN. 
THE NEXT DISPLAY STATEMENT WILL FPESENT A MENU OF CHOICES 
TO YOU.  AS WE WILL WANT TO RE-DISPLAY THE CHOICES 
LATER IN THE LESSON, WE'VE LABELED THE DISPLAY STATEMENT 
WITH THE IDENTIFIER 'CHOICES'.  SUBSEQUENTLY, WE CAN 
RE-DISPLAY THE CHOICES BY CODING THE STATEMENT 
DISPLAY CHOICES;  "; 
zzz;  CLEAR; 
*: 3*7 
*: 3*7 
*: 3o9 
*: 373 
*. 371 
*. *23 
* **0 
* : **1 
* 493 
* 55* 
* 617 
* 6*5 
* 6*6 
* 705 
* 752 
* 732 
* 783 
* 78* 
* 735 
* 637 
* 893 
* 963 
* 1029 
* 1059 
* 11*2 
* 11*3 
* • 1207 
* 126* 
* 1327 
* : 1336 
* : 1*39 
* : 1**0 
* : 1*67 
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1-4 69 
1469 
14t>9 
1*6° 
1^69 
1497 
1530 
1555 
1591 
1614 
1641 
1677 
1709 
1741 
174H 
1744 
1751 
1782 
1807 
1832 
1857 
ie;2 
1^.7 
1914 
1920 
1921 
1922 
I960 
2033 
37 
92 
146 
150 
271 
332 
354 
4C3 
466 
517 
549 
605 
661 
714 
715 
721 
723 
731 
734 
74 0 
74 0 
768 
CHOICES*     (» THIS IS A PL/T LAEEL ») 
(*IT GIVES US A WAY TO NAME THE *) 
(•ADDRESS OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT*) 
DISPLAY "WOULD YCU LIKE TO REVIEW 
A..PL/T CONTROL STATEMENTS 
B..PL/T DATA TYPES 
C..INTER-MODULE COMMUNICATION 
D..RANDOMIZATION 
E..PL/T COMMAND MODE 
F..PL/T MODE ERROR FRCCESSING 
G..PL/T STRING PROCESSING 
Z..DON'T CARE TO REVIEW."; 
GETM RESPONSE! (* THIS STATEMENT STORES YOUR CHOICE IN 
THE MULTIPLE-CHOICE VARIABLE 'RESPONSE' *) 
CALL DATATYPES; 
CALL INTERMCD; 
CALL RANDOMIZE; 
CALL COMMANDMODE; 
CALL MODEPRCR; 
CALL STRINGS; 
"Z" ) 
EQ ■B" 
EQ "C" 
EQ "D" 
EQ "E" 
EQ "F" 
EQ "G" 
EQ "A" 
LOOP (RESPONSE NE 
IF RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
BEGIN 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
THE CODE IMMEDIATELY SURROUNDING THIS DISPLAY GIVES 
SOME EXCELLENT EXAMPLES OF CONTROL STATEMENTS. 
NOTE FIRST THAT WE'RE INSIDE AN IF STATEMENT. 
FOR YOU TO BE SEEING THIS DISPLAY ON TKE SCREEN, 
PL/T HAD TO FIRST MAKE SEVEN DECISIONS.  IT HAD 
TO DECIDE THAT THE MULTIPLE CHOICE VARIABLE 'RESPONSE' 
(SET BY YOU WHEN YOU MADE YOUR CHOICE), WAS NOT EQUAL 
TO B, C, D, E, F OR G, AND THEN DECIDE THAT 'RESPONSE' 
WAS EQUAL TO A. 
NOTE TOO THAT THE IF STATEMENT IS INSIDE A LOOP 
STATEMENT.  WE WILL STAY INSIDE THE LOOP UNTIL YOUR 
'RESPONSE' TO THE 'WOULD YOU LIKE TO REVIEW' 
QUESTION IS THE LETTER Z. 
HAD YOUR 'RESPONSE' BEEN B, C, D, E, F OR G, THEN 
INSTEAD OF EXECUTING THIS DISPLAY STATEMENT, PL/T 
WOULD HAVE MADE ONE Or THE SIX SU3LESSON CALLS" 
ENO 
ENDIF; 
ZZZJ CLEAR; 
DISPLAY CHOICES;   (*RE-DISPLAY THE LABELED DISPLAY*) 
GETM RESPONSE; 
END LOOP; 
DISPLAY "END OF LESSON.  SO LONG' 
ENO. 
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Release 1 of PL/T uas completed at Lehigh University and uas 
supported in part by a fellouship grant from the New Jersey 
Zinc Company. Release 2, and this document uhich describes 
the concepts and facilities of PL/T uere developed at Shared 
Medical Systems, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. 
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INTRODUCTION 
PL/T (Programming Language for Teaching) is, at once, easy 
to learn and powerful enough to configure computer 
administered lessons of great complexity. Unlike many CAI 
(computer aided instruction) languages, PL/T is designed to 
implement structured programming. This makes it easier to 
conceptualize the flou of a very large lesson, and easier to 
produce readable, maintainable softuare. Other language 
features include: 
• Student responses undergo an automatic physical edit. 
Lesson uriters need not check that response is of the 
proper type (numeric, true/false, etc.). If a response 
fails a physical edit, the student is re-prompted for the 
answer. 
• A facility for randomizing the flou of a lesson. 
• A facility for producing run-time audit records. 
• A facility for scoring. 
• A convenient means for the display and redisplay of text. 
• Arithmetic and true/false expressional capability. 
• A facility for calling external (e.g., FORTRAN ) 
routines. 
• Operators for detecting presence or absence of substrings 
uithin string responses. 
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This manual is organized into several chapters. 
1» Elements of the Language: reserved uords and symbols, 
identifiers, constants, variables, labels, comments, 
expressions. 
2*   Hou to Structure a Lesson 
3* PL/T Input and Output: displaying to terminal, receiving 
from terminal, producing audit records. 
<♦• PL/T Control Statements:  IF  LOOP  CALL  CALLX  GOTO 
5*   Built-in Functions and Standard Identifiers 
6» Miscellaneous Commands: 
ZZZ  CLEAR  null statement  assignment statement 
• Appendices: 
Formal Description of PL/T syntax 
Compiler Diagnostics 
Compi1er Opt i ons 
Run-Time Diagnostics 
Run-Time Command Mode 
Sample PL/T Lesson 
CHAPTER 1 
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1.  ELEMENTS OF PL/T 
1.1 RESERVED UORDS 
AND FALSE LE PERCENT 
BEGIN CE LESSON RAND 
CALL GETM LID REPORT 
CALLX GETN LOOP S 
CLEAR GETS LT SCOREABLE 
DATE GETT M SCORED 
DISPLAY GOTO N SID 
END GT NE SUBLESSON 
ENDIF HAS NOT T 
ENDLOOP IF OR TIME 
EQ IN OTHER TRUE 
zzz> 
These uords  have special meaning  to the PL/T  compiler and 
must not be declared as identifiers. 
1.11 EQUIVALENCE OF RESERVED UORDS AND SYMBOLS 
Note that  =  and  EQ  are not interchangeable.  =  is an 
assignment operator and  EQ  is a comparison operator! 
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1.2 IDENTIFIERS 
A sequence of letters snd digits uhich begins uith a letter 
is considered an identifier unless it is a reserved uord. 
Identifiers are used to represent machine addresses. The 
addresses may contain program data or executable code. 
Tuo identifiers not differing in  their first ten characters 
will   be   judged the    same.    Thus   VERYLONGID   and 
VERYLONGIDENTIFIER are not differentiated by the PL/T 
comp i1er. 
There are four types of PL/T i ndent i f i ers •" variable 
identifiers, label identifiers, lesson and sublesson 
identifiers and standard identifiers. Standard identifiers 
are discussed in a separate chapter. Variables and labels 
are discussed beloui. 
Variable identifiers may be referenced exclusively in the 
sublesson (including the main sublesson) in which they are 
first used. Global identifiers are an exception to this 
rule and may be referenced anyuhere. The PL/T compiler 
recognizes any identifier beginning uith the character 2 as 
a global i dentif i er.x 
1
 Installations lacking the 'at' character may substitute 
another character in global identifiers. (See GLOBALSYM 
constant in PL/T compiler) 
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In the example belou, SAMPLE is a lesson identifier, XY2 is 
a sublesson identifier, EXIT is a label identifier, 3SKILL 
is a global identifier, NAME is a local identifier, and 
SCORED and SCOREABLE are standard identifiers. 
LESSON SAMPLE; 
SUBLESSON XYZ; 
BEGIN 
IF 3SKILL CT "F" : GOTO EXIT  ENDIF; 
EXIT* 
END; 
BEGIN (*start of MAIN sublessor)*) 
DISPLAY "What is your name?"; 
GETS NAME; 
DISPLAY "What is your skill level" 
NAME  "?"; 
GETM aSKILL; 
DISPLAY "You scored" 
SCORED 
"points out of" 
SCOREABLE 
NAME; 
END. (xend of MAIN sublessor!*) 
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1.3 CONSTANTS 
1.31 NUMERIC 
Integers are used to specify  LOOP repetition factors, 
numbers may be used in arithmetic expressions. 
Real 
1.32 BOOLEAN 
TRUE or FALSE may be used in true/false expressions. 
1.33 MULTIPLE CHOICE 
Single letters  delimited by  " symbols  may be  used uithin 
multiple choice expressions.1 
1.34 QUOTED STRINGS 
Sequences of characters delimited by " symbols may be used 
in string expressions or as text in DISPLAY statements.1 
1
 Installations lacking the double quote character may 
substitute another character as a string delimitor. (See 
QUOTESYM constant in PL/T compiler) 
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1.4 VARIABLES 
Variables identify data storage locations. These storage 
locations may be displayed, used in other expressions or 
evaluated to direct lesson branching. 
1.41 TYPES OF VARIABLES 
Each variable is of a certain type: either numeric, 
true/false, multiple choice or string. A variable is 
assigned a type the first time it is used. If a variable is 
first used in an assignment statement, it will be typed 
according to the first letter of the variable's identifier 
(the second letter in the case of global variables since 
their identifiers begin with 3 ): multiple choice for M, 
true/false for T, numeric for N, or string for S. 
If a variable is first used to store an ansuer from the 
terminal, its type is determined by the get key uord used. 
GETM GETN GETS GETT imply multiple choice, numeric, 
string and true/false respectively. 
In the SAMPLE lesson above, 3SKILL uas assigned type 
multiple choice and NAME was assigned type string because 
both mere first used as the target of a get command. 
Otheruise their assigned types uould have been string and 
numeric respectively. 
1.42 SCOPE OF VARIABLES 
Standard  variables,   global  variables (variables  uhose 
identifiers begin uith  the character 3 ), and  the names of 
sublessons  and  built-in  functions may be  used  anywhere 
throughout a lesson.  Local variables may only be referenced 
in the sublesson  in uhich they are used (this includes the 
mai n sublesson). 
A variable identifier used in one sublesson may be reused in 
another. 
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1 .43 PHYSICAL EDITS 
PL/T is designed to protect students from their own innocent 
mi stakes. A student should not be penalized for typing an 0 
for a zero, NO instead of FALSE, or for accidentally hitting 
an extra key on a multiple choice response. PL/T guards in 
part against this by automatically performing a physical 
edit on each response received. If the edit fails, a 
diagnostic is transmitted to the screen and the student is 
re-prompted. 
For GETT statements, TRUE, FALSE, YES, NO or valid 
abbreviations are accepted. 
For GETM statements, any single letter is accepted 
For GETN statements, leading + - $ and one interior or 
trailing decimal point are accepted. Any number of interior 
commas are ignored. Thus $1,500,000.00 and 1500000 are 
equivalent responses to the run-time response editor. 
For GETS statements, the first tuienty characters are 
accepted. The first character may not be ? (the character 
used for entry into run-time command mode: see appendix E).1 
1
 Installations lacking the question mark may substitute 
another character for accessing run-time command mode. (See 
C0MMANDSYM constant in PL/T run-time monitor) 
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1 .5 LABELS 
Labels are used to identify targets of GOTO branches, and 
portions of text for re-display. An identifier folloued by 
an * is recognized as a label. 
1.51 SCOPE OF LABELS 
Label references are not alloued across sublesson 
boundaries. (This includes the main sublesson.) A label 
identifier used in one sublesson, may be reused in another. 
1.6 COMMENTS 
Comments  may occur  anyuhere in  a PL/T  lesson.  They  are 
delimited  by  a (*  *)  pair.   Comments may  extend  over 
mult iple 1i nes. 
1.61 COMPILER OPTIONS 
A  comment  uhose first  character  is $ is  recognized  as 
containing PL/T compiler options.  (See appendix C) 
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1.7 EXPRESSIONS 
An expression is formed of operands and operators. Operands 
are variables, constants, function calls and parenthesized 
expressions. 
1.71 OPERATORS 
Operators are applied in the order corresponding to their 
precedence. Operators uith higher precedence are applied 
first. Operators uhich have the same precedence are applied 
f rom left to right. 
PRECEDENCE 
3 
2 
1 
OPERATOR 
NOT 
X   / 
+ 
EQ   NE 
AND 
OR 
GE   LE GT   LT   HAS   IN 
OPERATOR 
NOT 
X 
/ 
AND 
OPERATION     TYPE OF OPERAND 
sign change       numeric 
logical negation   true/false 
OR 
EQ NE GE 
LE GT LT 
HAS IN 
mult iplicat ion 
di v isi on 
logical and 
addi tion 
subtraction 
1ogi cal or 
compari son 
containment 
numen c 
numeri c 
true/false 
numeric 
numeri c 
true/false 
any type 
string1 
TYPE OF RESULT 
numer i c 
true/false 
numeri c 
numeric 
true/false 
numeric 
numer ic 
true/false 
true/false 
true/false 
x
.  HAS  and IN  operators may also  be used  uith multiple 
choice operands uhich are specialized strings. 
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2.      HOW TO STRUCTURE A LESSON 
PL/T offers programming conveniences union make it easier to 
conceptually manage a lesr-on. This is not to say that 
lesson uriting will be easy uith PL/T. Any non-trivial 
lesson will require significant imagination and -forethought 
before coding can begin. But any given lesson plan should 
be easy to implement as a werv   readable PL/T program. 
FLAT LESSONS 
By "flat", ue mean that there is one broad expanse of lesson 
logic, any portion of uhich is reachable by a GOTO branch. 
BEGIN 
LABELA* 
< i nteracti on> 
GOTO LABELD 
<interact i on> 
GOTO LABELC 
LABELD* 
<interaction> 
LABELC* 
<i nteraction> 
GOTO LABELA 
or 
LABELE 
depending on 
condi ti on 
LABELE* 
<interaction> 
END. 
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For  large  lessons,   this  sort  of  structure   may  have 
disadvantages: 
• Branching decisions are distributed throughout the 
program. Entire lesson must be scanned to determine the 
intended flou of control. 
• When adding to a lesson, care must be taken not to 
duplicate a label or variable identifier. 
• A routine uhich is branched to by more than one GOTO 
often requires complicated return protocols. To avoid 
this programmers may duplicate the routine throughout the 
program. 
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STRUCTURED LESSONS 
By structured, ue mean that lessons are logically factored 
into several modules, each of which performs a specific 
function. For example: some modules may contain several 
related interactions, others may control lesson flou from 
one module to another. With PL/T , modules are referred to 
as SUBLESSONs (the main portion of the lesson is knoun as 
the main SUBLESSON ), and the CALL statement is used to 
transfer control from one sublesson to another. When the 
called sublesson has finished executing, control returns to 
the statement following the CALL statement. 
SUBLESSON X SUBLESSON Y SUBLESSON Z 
SUBLESSON A 
CALL X 
SUBLESSON C 
CALL Z 
CALL C 
SUBLESSON B 
CALL Y 
CALL Z 
CALL Y 
This is the "main SUBLESSON" which would typically 
contain the highest level of code to control the 
lesson's flou  (ex. CALLs to SUBLESSONs). 
Note that  the structured approach avoids  the disadvantages 
listed above for the flat approach: 
• Control  flou  code  is more  centralized  ouing  to  the 
separation of non-control function  into sublessons.  The 
lesson pattern may be more easily comprehended. 
• Label and variable identifiers used in one sublesson can 
be reused in another. Future additions to the lesson 
will  be  less  likely to  cause  "duplicate  identifier" 
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ccmp ile errors. 
• Oft-used functions may be isolated as sublessons and 
called from anyuhere in the lesson. Code duplication is 
unnecessary. 
The same flat/structured option applies to each sublesson 
within a structured lesson. That is, the sublesson can be 
entirely self contained, or can, itself, call other 
sub 1essons. 
LOOPING 
The PL/T LOOP statement (described in chapter 4.2) provides 
a means to loop a fixed number of times or to loop until 
some condition has been satisfied. 
EVALUATING RESPONSES 
Evaluating terminal responses is one of the most important 
aspects of courseware programming. Incorrectly rejecting a 
correct answer can turn a student against an otherwise very 
good lesson. A good lesson should not only knou a correct 
student response from an incorrect one, but should also 
recognize degrees of incorrectness and be able to steer a 
student to portions of a lesson most suited to his 
competence. The use of the IF statement for judging 
terminal responses is discussed in chapter 4.1. 
EXTERNAL CALLS 
PL/T provides the CALLX statement for accessing non PL/T 
routines (e.g., FORTRAN libraries). CALLX is described in 
chapter 4.4 
RANDOMIZATION 
In order to make a lesson seem less mechanical, the 
programmer may want to introduce some randomness. The RAND 
built-in function will generate a random number in the range 
of 0 to 100. Using the IF statement, the lesson can then 
branch in any of several directions based on the value of 
the random  number.(see USAGE  example 5  in chapter 4.1 ). 
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This can be useful for something as simple as transmitting a 
different introductory message each time a lesson is taken, 
or for assuring that no tuo students will take quite the 
same path through a large body of material. Suppose a 
lesson includes thirty questions and that each student 
should be asked ten. The lesson may then be structured as 
ten consecutive randomizations, each one selecting one of 
three questions. The result is a lesson containing almost 
60,000 different paths. 
BREAKING UP TEXT 
Some lessons will need to  transmit very large  sections of 
text  to the screen.   If more  than  a  screen's uorth  is 
transmitted the student  uill have  to rush  to read  lines 
before they roll off the top of the screen.  The ZZZ command 
can be  used in these cases.   Transmit a screen,  issue the 
ZZZ command, transmit  a screen, etc.  The effect  of ZZZ is 
to uait on a response from a terminal. 
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RE-DISPLAYING TEXT 
Often, some body of text will need to be displayed from 
several locations in a sublesson. Rather than duplicating 
the text, the programmer can label the first DISPLAY 
statement and name that label as an operand in the 
subsequent DISPLAYS.  (see USAGE example 1 in chapter U .2    ). 
Display text in one sublesson may not be re-displayed from a 
DISPLAY statment in another sublesson. If cross-sub 1esson 
re-display is necessary, consider making the display the 
only statement in a sublesson. That sublesson may then be 
called from anyuhere in the lesson. 
SCORING 
If a lesson score must be maintained, consider using the 
standard variables SCOREABLE and SCORED (see chapter 5). 
Their use is demonstrated belou. 
DISPLAY "WHICH ELEMENT HAS THE SYMBOL - AG ?"} 
SCOREABLE = SCOREABLE +2;  N = 2; 
GETS ELEMENT; 
LOOP ((ELEMENT NE "SILVER")  AND ( N GT 0)) 
N = N - 1; 
DISPLAY "NO! YOU HAVE" N "MORE CHANCES"; 
IF N GT 0  : GETS ELEMENT  ENDIF 
ENDLOOP; 
SCORED = SCORED + N J 
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3.  PL/T INPUT/OUTPUT 
3.1 DISPLAY statement 
The DISPLAY command transmits text and/or the contents of 
lesson variables to the screen. 
DISPLAY "GOOD MORNING"   TAKER   "!  HOU ARE YOU?" ; 
causes the tuo quoted strings to appear on the screen uith 
the current value of the variable (lesson) TAKER appearing 
in-betueen. 
USAGE 
1. Quoted strings uill be transmitted as they appear in the 
lesson source code. 
DISPLAY "THIS 
DISPLAY 
USES 
5 
LINES"; 
uill be transmitted on five lines. Since PL/T does not 
attempt to reformat, DISPLAY can be used for crude 
graphics. Note that text uill undergo space compression 
before being uritten to the PL/T lesson file. 
DISPLAY " 
• • • • 
•    • • 
• •       • 
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2.  DISPLAY  statements may  be labeled.   This allous  for 
their convenient re-execution. 
NAG* DISPLAY "COME ON "  TAKER  " YOU CAN DO BETTER" ; 
DISPLAY  NAG  " MONROE WAS THE 5th PRESIDENT" j 
The second display uill include the first. 
3. DISPLAY statements may include as aguments (things to 
be displayed) local variables, global variables and 
labeled displays. Local variables and labeled displays 
(e.g., TAKER and NAG in examples 1 and 2 above) must 
appear in a sublesson prior to a DISPLAY statement that 
uses them. Global variables need not precede displays in 
uhich they are used. 
4. Labeled displays are unknown outside the sublesson in 
uhich they occur. 
5. When outputting large amounts of text to the screen, 
consider breaking it up by use of the ZZZ command. This 
allous students to read at their oun pace and breaks the 
text into more digestible units. The effect of the ZZZ 
command is to uait on a terminal response.  Ex = 
DISPLAY "BLAH BLAH BLAH  
BLAH BLAH " ; 
ZZZ ; 
DISPLAY "UHAT'S MORE, BLAH   
6. PL/T uill provide a blank in column one of each output 
line of di splay. 
7. Integer values print uith no trailing decimal point. 
Real numbers print in fixed point format uith an 
installation specified number of decimal digits. 
TRUE/TALSE variables print as TRUE and FALSE. All valued 
characters of a string variable uill print. Trailing 
blanks uill be suppressed. 
8. Special run-time commands (see appendix E) allou the 
student to recall either the last or next-to-the-1ast 
display to the screen. 
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3.2 GETM CETN GETS GETT statements 
GET statements are used to prompt the terminal for a 
response and to store that response in an answer variable in 
the program.  The ansuer variable may be explicitly named 
GETS  RESPONSE; 
or may default to one of the standard ansuer variables ft, H, 
S or T 
GETS;  (^response -> S*) 
USAGE 
1. The run-time lesson monitor physically edits each 
response for validity (ex SURE is not accepted as a 
response for a GETT statement.) The built-in physical 
edit allous the lesson uriter to be concerned uith 
correct and incorrect responses only, not invalid ones. 
The physical edit rules are given in chapter 1.4. 
2. If a variable is first used to store an answer from the 
terminal, its type is determined by the get keyword used. 
GETM GETN GETS GETT imply multiple choice, numeric, 
string and true/false respectively. 
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3.3 REPORT statement 
REPORT may be  used to log any desired  stream of characters 
to a lesson audit file.  Any combination of string constants, 
and  variables  may  be  used   as  arguments  to  a  REPORT 
statement. 
REPORT   TAKER  "scored"  SCORED  "points out of" 
SCORABLE "in sublesson" 
SID (*SID = NAME OF SUBLESSONX) 
"of lesson" 
LID (SLID = NAME OF LESSON   X) 
"on"   DATE "at"   TIME; 
In this example,  the person monitoring the  audit file will 
knou uho took the lesson and hou uell he or she did. 
USAGE 
1. Audit file information may be used to update a data base 
in a computer managed instruction environment. Audit 
file could log ... 
• uihether or not TAKER advanced to the next lesson 
• lesson scores 
• student comments (see belou) 
2. A command mode option (see appendix E) allous students 
to enter comments to the audit log. 
3. Variables are output as uith the DISPLAY statement. 
(See usage note 7 in chapter 3.1). 
4. Whenever a fatal run-time error is trapped by PL/T a 
diagnostic giving the location of the failing instruction 
is automatically uritten  to the audit log  (see Appendix £ 
D). 
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4.  PL/T CONTROL STATEMENTS 
4.1 IF statement 
An IF statement consists of the IF keyuord, one or more 
condition:statement pairs (each, but the last, terminated by 
a semicolon), and the ENDIF keyuord. The action of the IF 
statement is to examine the conditions from first to last, 
until a condition is found to be true, or until the keyuord 
OTHER is found in place of a condition. If no condition is 
true or replaced by OTHER , then the statement follouing the 
IF statement is executed. If a true condition or OTHER is 
found to the left of a : , then the statement to the right 
of the : is executed and then the statement follouing the 
IF statement is executed. 
In the code fragment belou, a terminal response of NAIROBI 
uould result in an unsuccessful test for equalsity (the test 
for KINSHASHA ), and tuo unsuccessful tests for string 
containment before NO uould be displayed. 
DISPLAY "WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF ZAIRE?"; 
GETS CAP; 
IF 
CAP EQ  "KINSHASHA"   : DISPLAY "RIGHT"; 
CAP HAS "KIN" : DISPLAY "MISSPELLED.." 
"..BUT RIGHT!"; 
CAP HAS "LEOPOLD"     : DISPLAY "NOT ANY MORE"; 
OTHER : DISPLAY "NO" 
ENDIF; 
USAGE 
1. Conditions may be single or compound.  Ex: 
((N GT .000965) AND (N LT .000966))       : 
((PERCENT GT  80)  AND (TAKER EQ "NOVICE")) 
2.The string containment operators HAS and IN can be used 
to recognize misspelled ansuers. The tuo conditions 
belou are equivalent: 
((CAP  HAS  "KIN") OR  (CAP  HAS  "KEN")) AND  (CAP  HAS 
"SHA"): 
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(("KIN" IN CAP)  OR ("KEN" IN CAP))  AND ("SHA" IN CAP): 
3. The IN operator can be useful in testing multiple choice 
variables: 
DISPLA 
WKI 
Y " 
CH COUNTRY LIES OFF THE COAST OF AFRICA? 
A.  ULAN BATOR 
MALAGASY REPUBLIC 
SURINAM 
DAKAR 
NONE OF THE ABOVE "j 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
GETM; 
IF 
M EQ "B" 
M IN "AD" 
OTHER 
DISPLAY "THAT'S CORRECT!"; 
DISPLAY "THAT'S A CITY, " 
"NOT A COUNTRY. "; 
DISPLAY "NO" 
ENDIF; 
<t.  IF statements can be used together with the RAND built- 
in function to randomize a lesson flow: 
Nl = RAND; 
IF Nl LT 33 
Nl LT 67 
OTHER 
CALL MODULEA; 
CALL MODULEB; 
CALL MODULEC    ENDIF; 
Note that dropping the assignment statement and replacing 
each Nl with RAND would give a different effect as a new 
random number would be generated for each of the three 
compar i sons. 
5. Simple  true/false expressions  are  legal IF  statement 
conditions: 
TVAR1 AND TVAR2 AND NOT TVAR3 
T 
T EQ TRUE 
The second and third conditions are equivalent. 
DISPLAY "True or false: 
Mt. Shasta is in California, "i 
CETT; 
IF T = DISPLAY "Right"  ENDIF; 
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6. It is permissable to GOTO the outside of an IF-ENDIF 
structure from within, but to GOTO the interior from 
uithout will give unpredictable results. 
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4.2 LOOP statement 
The LOOP statement consists of the keyuord LOOP , an integer 
or parenthesized condition to control the number of loop 
iterations, one or more statements (each, but the last, 
folloud by a semicolon), and the ENDLOOP keyword. 
LOOP 3 
CALL REMEDIAL 
ENDLOOP; 
and 
Nl = 0; 
LOOP (Nl LT 3) 
CALL REMEDIAL; 
Nl = Nl+1 
ENDLOOP; 
both cause the sublesson REMEDIAL to be called three times. 
With conditional LOOP statements, the loop is repeated as 
long as the parenthesized condition is true. The test is 
made at the top of the loop. 
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USAGE 
1. The  LOOP statement  is -frequently  useful 
driving logic for a lesson or sublesson: 
as the ma l n 
MENU* 
DISPLAY 
B. 
C. 
OR 
Z. 
GETM; 
LOOP (M NE ' 
IF 
M EQ 
M EQ 
M EQ 
(* MENU LABELS THIS DISPLAY STMT *) 
DO YOU UANT TO BRUSH UP ON ... 
A. THE RARE EARTHS 
THE HALOGENS 
THE INERT GASES 
QUIT 
"Z") 
"A" 
"B" 
ir ru 
CALL RAREARTHS; 
CALL HALOGENS; 
CALL INERTGASES ENDIF; 
DISPLAY MENU;   (* REDISPLAY THE LABELED TEXT *) 
GETM 
ENDLOOP; 
2.It is permissable to GOTO the outside of a loop from 
within, but to GOTO the interior of a loop from uithout 
uill cause unpredictable results. 
3. Any condition allouable in an  IF statement is legal for 
a LOOP statement. 
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4.3 CALL statement 
The CALL statement transfers control  to the sublesson named 
in the statement: 
CALL REMEDIAL; 
When the  sublesson ends,  control returns  automatically to 
the statement following the call. 
USAGE 
1. The named sublesson in a CALL statement must have 
already been encountered in the source program. That is, 
it must have been defined "above". 
2. A sublesson may call another sublesson or may call 
itself. If it calls itself, the call is recursive. The 
lesson below calls a recursive sublesson FACTO to 
generate a factorial. The global variable 3ARGUMENT is 
used to pass the argument doun and the result up. 
LESSON FACTORIAL; 
SUBLESSON FACTO 
BEGIN 
(x save argument to this 
activation of FACTO in 
the variable NSAVE 
local to this activation *) 
NSAVE = 3ARGUMENT; 
IF 
3ARGUMENT = 1; (X 0! equals 1 X) 
BEGIN 
3ARGUMENT = 3ARGUMENT - 1; 
CALL FACTO; 
2ARGUMENT = NSAVE X 3ARGUMENT; 
END 
3ARGUMENT EQ 0 
OTHER 
ENDIF; 
END; (xend of sublesson FACTOx) 
BEGIN 
GETN 3ARGUMENT; 
NARG = 3ARGUMENT; 
CALL FACTO; 
DISPLAY  NARG 
END. 
(xbegin main sublesson*) 
(xinitialize global variablex) 
(xsave argument value for displayx) 
" FACTORIAL EQUALS " 3ARGUMENT; 
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3. See also chapter 2. HOU TO STRUCTURE A LESSON, 
f< 
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4.4 CALLX statement 
The CALLX statement may be used to transfer control from the 
PL/T lesson to an external program. 
CALLX SQRT 
PL/T transfers control to a PL/T run-time monitor module 
CALLXMODULE. Each installation must effect linkage to 
external routines by modifying CALLXMODULE according to the 
conventions of their operating system and their PASCAL 
compi1er. 
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4.5 GOTO statement 
GOTO transfers  control to a  labeled statement in  the same 
sublesson 
GOTO  SOMEWHERE; 
USAGE 
1. The target of  a GOTO must not be to  a statement within 
an IF statement or uithin a LOOP statement. 
2. See also..chapter 2..  HOW TO STRUCTURE A LESSON. 
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5. 
5.1 Standard variables 
Standard variables are pre-defined and are available for use 
in any PL/T program. Some are sutomatica11y initialized at 
run-time, others must be initialized by the user program but 
have special significance to PL/T. Standard variables may 
be used in DISPLAY and REPORT statements and in expressions. 
M, Ni S and T may be used to store student responses to 
"anonymous" gets (get commands uhich do not name an 
ansuer variable). 
DATE is automatically initialized to the value of the 
system date uhen the lesson is entered. The value does 
not change during the lesson. The format of DATE is 
mm/dd/yy. 
LID  is  automatically  initialized  to  the  first twenty 
characters  of  the  lesson identifier.   If  the lesson 
identifier  is less  than tuenty  characters, then LID'S 
value is left justified and zero filled. 
SCOREABLE may be used to maintain a running total of the 
points uhich could have been scored in a lesson. Its 
only significance to PL/T is its relation to the built-in 
function PERCENT. Students may display the current value 
of SCOREABLE uhile in run-time command mode (see appendix 
E) . 
SCORED may be used to maintain a running total of the 
points actually scored in a lesson. Its only 
significance to PL/T is its relation to the built-in 
function PERCENT. Students may display the current value 
of SCORED while in run-time command mode (see appendix 
E). 
SID is automatically initialized to the first twenty 
characters of the current sublesson identifier. If the 
sublesson identifier is less than tuenty characters, then 
SID's value is left justified and zero filled. Within 
the main sublesson, the standard variable SID uill have 
the value MAIN 
TIME is automatically initialized to the system time-of-day 
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when the  lesson is entered.   The value does  not change 
during the lesson.  The format of TIME is hh'-ir.m^ss. 
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5.2 BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS 
Built-in functions are pre-defined and are available for use 
in any PL/T program. Like standard variables, they may be 
used in any DISPLAY or REPORT statement or expression. They 
differ from standard variables in that their value is 
recalculated each time they are referenced. In the 
assignment statement belou, two different random numbers are 
calculated-* 
NUMBER RAND + RAND; 
PERCENT is calculated as the quotient of the standard 
variables SCORED and SCOREABLE multiplied by 100. In the 
run time command mode (see appendix), students may 
display the values of SCORED, '' SCOREABLE and PERCENT. If 
either SCORED or SCOREABLE is zero, then PERCENT will 
also be zero. PERCENT'S format is an integer in the 
range of 0 to 100. 
RAND causes a random integer in the range of 0 to 100 to be 
placed in the RAND register. 
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6.  PL/T MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS 
6.1 CLEAR statement 
The CLEAR command should be used frequently. Clearing old 
information off the screen allous the lesson taker to focus 
on the neu text and gives lessons a neater appearance. The 
function of the CLEAR command is determined by each 
installation according to their terminal environment. 
6.2 ZZZ statement 
Lessons uhich transmit more than a screen's uorth of text in 
one display burst force the student to speed-read lines 
before they roll off the top of the screen. Breaking one 
big DISPLAY into several smaller ones is no solution since 
PL/T uill not pause before going from one DISPLAY to the 
next. The ZZZ command, inserted betueen tuo displays, uill 
provide the required pause by putting the PL/T lesson "to 
sleep". The effect of ZZZ is to uait on a terminal 
response. The lesson taker is able "to control the lesson's 
pace. 
USAGE 
1. Recall that ZZZ causes a line skip, and a prompt line to 
be transmitted. These lines could cause text at the top 
of the screen to be lost.  Allou room for them. 
2. Consider pairing a ZZZ command uith a CLEAR command. 
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6.3 Null Statement 
With the IF statement, the user may want to test for a 
condition but take no action if that condition is satisfied. 
The code fragment belou has a null statement corresponding 
to the third condition (presumably, the SPHERES sublesson is 
under development). 
IF 
USERUANTS EQ "CUBES" 
USERUANTS EQ "PYRAMIDS' 
USERWANTS EQ. "SPHERES" 
USERUANTS EQ "CONES" 
ENDIF; 
CALL CUBES; 
CALL PYRAMIDS; 
(XUATCH THIS SPACE*) 
(*   FOR SPHERES  *); 
CALL CONES 
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6.4 Compound statement 
Tuo or more statements may be grouped together in a compound 
statement delimited by a BEGIN END pair. This is especially 
useful when the action associated uith an IF statement 
condition is several statements as in this example: 
SCOREABLE = SCOREABLE + 5; 
DISPLAY "JOHN VON NEUMANN PIONEERED  
A. JET PROPULSION 
B. TRANSISTOR RESERCH 
C. COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 
D. CINEMASCOPE PROCESS 
E. NONE OF THE ABOVE     "j 
GETM; 
IF M EQ "C"      : BEGIN 
DISPLAY "CORRECT!"; 
SCORED = SCORED + 5; 
END; 
OTHER : DISPLAY  "C WAS CORRECT" 
ENDIF; 
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6.5 Assignment statement 
The assignment statement transfers the value of an 
expression on the right of an = sign, to a receiving 
variable uhose identifier is on the left of the =. 
Receiving variables must be of the same type, (multiple 
choice, numeric, string, true/false), as the right hand side 
expression. For the two assignment statements belou to be 
correct, TVAR must be a true/false variable, (since the 
expression N GT 5 yields a true/false result), and NVAR must 
be a numeric variable.1 
TVAR = N GT 5;  NVAR = N + 5; 
USAGE 
1. The standard variables M, N, S, T, DATE, LESSON, 
SUBLESSON and TIME , and the built-in functions RAND and 
PERCENT may not be used as the receiving variable in an 
assignment statement. 
x
. See chapter 1.4 on variables and their types. 
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The formal diagrams in this appendix are one of many uays to 
depict the syntax of a programming language. They are 
called formal diagrams because they can be used 
generate syntactically correct PL/T programs, 
the transformation rules belou are sufficient 
the sentence JOHN ATE UAFFLES. 
to form or 
Similarly, 
to generate 
sentence subject predi cate 
subject noun 
predi cate verb 
object 
object noun 
noun >  JOHN   UAFFLES 
verb >  ATE 
Of course, just as we can produce UAFFLES ATE UAFFLES with 
these rules, ue can traverse the PL/T diagrams so as to 
produce syntactically corect but senseless or self- 
destructive programs uhich are said to be setnantically 
incorrect. 
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For a PL/T lesson to be syntactically correct, it must be 
formable by traversal of the follouinn syntax diagrams. The 
diagrams contain terminal and non-terminal symbols. 
Non-terminal symbols are those uhich must be expanded or 
transformed by traversing a diagram. They are represented 
in louer case letters. Terminal symbols are those uhich are 
not further transformable. These are the reserved uords and 
symbols of PL/T. They are represented in bold face, upper 
case type. 
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LESSON identifier 
SUBLESSON i denti f i er -> statement 
statement 
APPENDIX A 
statement 
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i dent i f i er 
IF 
l—> express!on -> -> statement ENDIF 
LOOP express!on 
integer 
u statement ENDLOOP 
GOTO | CALL | CALLX identifier 
identifier expression 
GETM   GETN   GETS   GETT 
i—> identi f ier 
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statement diagram continued 
BEGIN 
REPORT | DISPLAY 
ZZZ   CLEAR 
statement 
quoted | identifier 
string 
-nul 1 statement- 
END 
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express!on 
-> simple expression 
simple expression = : =• 
r—> 
term 
i—> 
term +   -  OR 
APPENDIX A 
term : : =■ 
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factor 
factor *   /  AND 
factor := =n 
i dent i f ier 
NOT -> 
constant 
factor 
express!on 
constant 
quoted string 
number 
TRUE | FALSE 
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MEANING 
NUMBER EXPECTED 
UNRECOGNIZED SYMBOL 
, EXPECTED 
) EXPECTED 
MORE THAN 20 CHARACTERS IN STRING 
STATEMENT KEYWORD EXPECTED 
; EXPECTED 
END EXPECTED 
IDENTIFIER EXPECTED 
UNDECLARED IDENTIFIER 
QUOTED STRING OR IDENTIFIER EXPECTED 
IDENTIFIER OF INAPPROPRIATE TYPE 
: EXPECTED 
• ( EXPECTED 
EXPRESSION OF INAPPROPRIATE TYPE 
LESSON EXPECTED 
BEGIN EXPECTED 
. EXPECTED 
IDENTIFIER DECLARED TWICE 
FACTOR MAY NOT BEGIN WITH THIS SYMBOL 
MAXIMUM QUOTE LENGTH EXCEEDED 
ILLEGAL OPERATOR 
INTEGER EXPECTED 
IDENTIFIER OF WRONG TYPE 
TARGET OF GOTO NOT FOUND IN THIS SUBLESSON 
FACTOR OF INAPPROPRIATE TYPE 
= EXPECTED 
THIS SYMBOL MAY NOT FOLLOW LAST FACTOR 
IDENTIFIER OF INDETERMINANT TYPE. MUST BEGIN 
WITH M , N , S , T , 2M , 2N , AS , OR 3T 
TERM OF INAPPROPRIATE TYPE 
INTEGER OR ( EXPECTED 
ENDIF EXPECTED 
ENDLOOP EXPECTED 
THIS STANDARD IDENTIFIER MAY NOT BE THE 
RECEIVING FIELD OF AN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT. 
42 MORE THAN 6 ERRORS ON LINE 
APPENDIX B 
DIAGOSTIC 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
35 
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Users can issue directives to the PL/T compiler by means of 
special  comments.  Any  comment beginning  tilth (X$  ,  is 
interpreted  as the  start  of  a compiler  directive. - The 
comment is then  scanned, left to right,  for valid compiler 
options.  Once comment  text is encountered uhich  cannot be 
interpreted as a compiler option, the rest of the comment is 
i gnored. 
OPTIONS 
N. Type N+ if your program has line numbers or other text 
in columns 73 - 80 uhich is not to be scanned by the PL/T 
compiler. Type N- if the compiler is to scan all 80 
columns.  The compiler default is N+. 
T. Type T- if all the keyuords and identifiers used in your 
program contain upper case characters only. Type T+ if 
keyuords or identifiers may contain louer case characters. 
The T+ option tells the PL/T compiler to translate all 
keyuords and identifiers to upper case but to leave all 
quoted strings un-translated.  The compiler default is T+. 
L. Type L+ if you uant the compiler to produce a listing 
file. Type L- if no listing file is to be produced. The L 
option is useful if you are recompiling a lesson uith one 
neu sublesson. Time and/or paper can be saved by turning 
off the listing except for the neu sublesson. When the 
listing option is turned off, only source lines containing 
syntax errors uill appear on the listing. The compiler 
default is L+. 
EXAMPLES 
(*$L-N-  THIS COMMENT TURNS OFF THE LISTING AND 
TELLS PL/T TO SCAN ALL 80 CARD COLUMNS*) 
(*$L+    THE LISTING IS TURNED ON AGAIN*) 
(*L-     THIS COMMENT LACKS A $ AND IS IGNORED*) 
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FORMATTING THE COMPILER LISTING 
The PL/T compiler contains three constants: EJECT» 
DOUBLESPACE and TRIPLESPACE, defaulted to '1', '0' and '-• 
respectively (standard ASI carriage control characters). 
The compiler uill look tor these characters in column 1 of a 
PL/T program and uill pass the characters on to the compile 
listing. Column 1 should be left blank except for these 
carriage control characters. 
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The PL/T system contains a run-time monitor which contains 
support routines necessary to administer a compiled FL/T 
lesson. The monitor uill attempt to trap and report on 
situations uhich uill cause a lesson to abort. The lesson 
uill still abort, but the lesson taker uill be notified of 
the cause. The monitor uill also urite a diagnostic message 
to the REPORT file. 
Error Number 
Terminal Message 
REPORT   Message 
Cause 
**M0DE 1 = INSTRUCTION EXCEPTION** 
PAGE=<page> 0FFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSON = <identi fier> 
SUBLESS0N=<identi fier> 
same as above 
An internal error. 
A lesson instruction was branched 
to that could not be decoded. 
Error Number 
Terminal Message 
REPORT   Message 
Cause 
- 2 
**M0DE 2=FETCH EXCEPTION      ** 
PAGE=<page> 0FFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSON = <identi fier> 
SUBLESSON=<identifier> 
same as above 
An internal error or user attempted 
to execute a lesson uhich uas not 
sucessfully compiled.  A lesson 
referenced a page uhich could not 
be found on the paged lesson file. 
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Error Number 
Terminal Message 
- 3 
REPORT 
Cause 
Messaae 
**M0DE 3: 
PAGE=<pag 
LESSCN=<i 
SUBLESSCN 
SUBLESSON 
same as a 
User requ 
available 
Cons i der 
depth c f 
expressi 0 
ansuer va 
sub 1 esson 
possi ble 
STACK OVERFLOW       ** 
e> OFFSET=<offset on page> 
dent i fi er> 
r
< i dent 1 f1er> 
DEPTH=<number of sublessons 
on run-time stack> 
bo ve 
ired more space than uas 
on the run-time stack, 
depth of sublesson nesting, 
loop nesting, complexity of 
ns and total number of 
riables declared in the 
s currently on the stack as 
contributing factors. 
PL/T monitor may require a larger 
stack. 
Error Number 
Terminal Message 
REPORT 
Cause 
Message 
- <\ 
XHMODE ^INITIALIZATION EXCEPTION** 
PAGE=<page> 0FFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSON=<identi fier> 
SUBLESSON=<identifier> 
same as above 
User attempted to display or use in 
an expression a run-time stack 
variable union had not yet been 
initiali zed. 
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Error Number 
Terminal Message 
REPORT 
Cause 
Message 
- 5 
**M0DE 5:DIVISI0N EXCEPTION   ** 
PAGE=<page> 0FFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSON=<identifier> 
SUBLESSON=<identi f ier> 
ssme as above 
User attempter to divide by zero. 
Error Number 
Terminal Message 
- 6 
REPORT 
Cause 
Message 
**M0DE 6:TYPE EXCEPTION       XX 
PAGE=<page> 0FFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSON-<identifier> 
SUBLESSON=<identifier> 
same as above 
User tried to compare two operands 
not of the same type, or, user 
attempted arithmetic operation uith 
non-numeric operand, or, user 
attempted string operation uith 
numeric -or true/false operand. 
Error Number 
Terminal Message 
REPORT 
Cause 
Message 
**M0DE 7=USER ABORT XX 
PAGE=<page> 0FFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSON=<identifier> 
SUBLESSON=<identifier> 
same as above 
Lesson taker issued the abort command 
uhile in run-time command mode, 
(see appendix E). 
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Error Number 
Terminal Message 
REPORT   Message 
Cause 
8 
**M0DE 8:ILLEGAL REDISPLAY    ** 
PAGE-<page> OFFSET=<offset on page> 
LESSCN=<identifier> 
SL'BLESSON = <identifier> 
same as above 
A DISPLAY statement included as an 
argument a label union addressed a 
statement other than a DISPLAY. 
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Any time the lesson taker is prompted for a terminal 
response, a status command can be entered by typing the 
character ? folloued by a valid status comrr.and or 
abbreviation. Command mode offers the follouing status 
commands: 
COMMAND FUNCTION 
ABREVIATION 
ABORT Abort the lesson.  Issue run-time mode 7 
error, (see appendix D). 
C Accept a one line student comment for the 
audit file. 
DL Re-display the last DISPLAY statement 
executed. 
DN Re-display the next-to-the-1ast DISPLAY 
statement executed. 
G End this sublesson.  Go back to caller. 
H HELP.  Display the command mode options. 
S Display current status in lesson.  The values 
of the standard variables SCOREABLE and 
SCORED are displayed. 
T The current time of day is displayed.  This is 
not the same as the standard variable TIME 
which is frozen at the start of the lesson. 
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1 
1   LESSON PLT; 
7 
7   SUSLESSON DATATYPES; 
23   BEGIN 
23 CLEAP; 
24 DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SU5LESS0N DATATYPES ON 
74 FAGE l."l zzz;  CLEAR; 
91 DISPLAY "A CCMMCN PR03LEM WITH COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION 
143 LANGUAGES IS THAT LESSON WRITERS SPEND TOO MUCH 
197 TIME WRITING CODE THAT PRCTECTS LESSCN TAKERS FROM 
254 THEIR INNOCENT ERRORS, (EG GIVING AN ANSWER OF 0 
309 WHEN A ZERO WAS EXPECTED).  PL/T PROVIDES FOUR DATA 
367 TYFES;  MULTIPLE CHOICE, NUMERIC, STRING AND TRUE/FALSE. 
430 CORRESPONDING TO THESE FOUR DATA TYPES 
475 ARE FOUR GET COMMANDS;  GETM, GETN, GETS AND GETT. 
532 EACH GET COMMAND RETRIEVES A RESPONSE FROM THE 
5S5 LESSCN TAKER'S KEYOOARD AND MAKES SURE THAT THE 
639 RESPONSE IS OF THE PROPER DATA TYPE.  IF NOT, THE LESSCN 
702 TAKER IS PEPROMPTED UNTIL A RESPONSE OF THE PROPER 
759 TYPE IS RECEIVED.  LESSCN WRITERS CAN JUST BE CONCERNED 
821 WITH CORRECT OR INCORRECT ANSWERS AND LET THE AUTOMATIC 
883 TYPE CHECKING FEATURE TAKE CARE OF INVALID ANSWERS."; 
942 zzz; CLEAR; 
944 DISPLAY " 
945 THE C?DE BELOW WILL CAUSE YOU TO BE PROMPTED FOR 
1000 A TRUE FALSE, A NUMERIC, A MULTIPLE CHOICE, AND A STRING 
1063 RESPONSE IN THAT ORDER.  THE FIRST WILL RE-PROMPT UNTIL 
1125 YCU ANSWER WITH A TRUE, FALSE, YES, NO OR A VALID 
1181 AEREVIATION.  THE SECOND EXPECTS A REAL NUMBER, 
1235 (PROPERLY EMPLOYED COMMAS, DECIMAL POINTS AND 4 SIGNS 
1295 ARE ALLOWED).  THE MULTIPLE CHOICE PROMPT EXPECTS 
13:1 A SINGLE CHARACTER RESPONSE.  THE STRING PROMPT ACCEPTS 
1413 THE FIRST TWENTY CHARACTERS ONLY, BUT DOESN'T CARE 
1470 WHAT THEY ARE. 
1491 TRY GIVING INVALID RESPONSES THAT WILL CAUSE 
1542 RE-PRCMPTING."; 
1563 zzz; CLEAR; 
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DISPLAY "ENTER TPUE/FALSE RESPONSE"; 
GETT; DISPLAY T " IS VALID"; 
DISPLAY "ENTER NUMERIC RESPONSE"; 
GETN; DISPLAY N " IS VALID"; 
DISPLAY "ENTER MULTIPLE CHOICE RESPONSE"; 
GETM; DISPLAY M " IS VALID"; 
DISPLAY "ENTER STRING RESPONSE"; 
GETS; DISPLAY S " IS VALID"; 
CLEAR 
END; 
l: 1565 
1 : 1565 
l: 15=5 
l: 1615 
l: 16<.2 
l: 1662 
l: 1697 
l: 1717 
l: 1743 
l: 1763 
l: 1763 
rf^ 
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176* 
176<* SUBLESSON FACTORIAL; 
17S1 BEGIN 
17S1      DISPLAY "ENTERING SUBLESSON FACTORIAL. INTEGER = " INTEGER; 
18C3      NSAVE = INTEGER; (« NEXT STATEMENT CHANGES INTEGER SO 
183C SAVE VALUE FCR LATER MULTIPLICATION  #) 
ie32      IF INTEGER EO 0 : INTEGER = l; <» 0! EQUALS 1 *) 
1£S7 OTHER : BEGIN 
18o6 SNTEGER = INTEGER - 1; 
1876 CALL FACTORIAL; 
1832 INTEGER = INTEGER * NSAVE', 
15S9 END; 
1S95    ENDIF; 
1895      DISPLAY "LEAVING SUBLESSON FACTORIAL. INTEGER =" INTEGER 
19H0 END! (« END OF SUBLESSON FACTORIAL *) 
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1941 
1941  SU5LESS0N INTERMCD; 
1957   BEGIN 
1957 CLEAR; 
1953 DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO S'JBLESSCN INTERMCD ON 
2007 PAGE <*.";      zzz;     CLEAR! 
2024 DISPLAY "NORMALLY, VARIABLES DECLARED IN ONE PL/T SUSLESSCN 
30 MAY NOT BE REFERENCED IN ANOTHER SUBLESSON. VARIABLES 
90 U'HOSE NAMES BEGIN WITH AN 5 SIGN ARE KNOWN AS GL03AL 
149 VARIABLES AND THEY MAY BE USED ANYWHERE IN A PL/T 
2C5 LESSON.  THEY CAN BE USED TO PASS PARAMETERS TO 
2:  259 SU3LESS0NS OR TO STORE DATA CF USE THROUGHOUT THE LESSON 
2:  322 SUCH AS THE NAME CF THE LESSON TAKER. 
Z-      366 I AM ABOUT TO PROMPT YOU FOR AN INTEGER IN THE RANGE OF 
423 0-10.  I WILL STORE YOUR RESPONSE IN THE GLC3AL 
434 VARIABLE ^INTEGER.  THIS VALUE WILL THEN BE PASSED TO A 
546 SUBROUTINE FACTORIAL WHICH CALLS ITSELF RECURSIVELY TO 
607 COMPUTE THE FACTORIAL CF INTEGER. 
647  ENTEP AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO 10 "\ 
702 GETN INTEGER; 
705 LOOP (I INTEGER LT 0) OR (INTEGER GT 10)) 
720 DISFLAY "ENTER AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO 10"; 
760 GETN INTEGER; 
763 END LOOP; 
769 NSAVE = INTEGER;  (* SAVE RESPONSE FOR LATER DISPLAY *) 
773 CLEAR; 
774 CALL FACTORIAL! 
780 DISFLAY NSAVE  " FACTORIAL EQUALS " 3NTEGER 
808   END; <* END Or SUBLESSON INTERMOD *) 
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*> ; 809 
2: 826 
o - 826 
2: e27 
2: 877 
£ * 8°* 
£ * 94 5 
*> • 
L. 1001 
2- 1063 
2. * 1124 
2- 1164 
*> 1223 
*> 1239 
O t 1351 
2 13o8 
2 1372 
2 1425 
O 1471 
•y 1473 
2 1431 
2 1530 
2 1562 
1571 
2 1622 
C 1630 
2 1709 
2 1724 
2 1748 
2 175Q 
• 1768 
2 • 1818 
2 : 1843 
: 1343 
2 : 1349 
2 : 1895 
2 : 1941 
2 : 1987 
SU3LESS0N RANDOMIZE; 
BEGIN; 
CLEAP; 
DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSCN RANDOMIZE ON 
PAGE 5."; zzz; CLEAP ; 
DISPLAY "PL/T INCLUDES A RANDOMIZATION BUILT-IN FUNCTION 
CALLED RAND.  A CALL TO RAND PLACES A REAL NUMBER 
IN THE RANGE OF ZERO TO 100 IN A SPECIAL PL/T REGISTER. 
LESSONS MAY THEN DIPECT SUBSEQUENT BRANCHING ACCORDING 
TO THE VALUE OF THAT REAL NUMBER. 
FOR INSTANCE, I'M ABOUT TO ASSIGN A RANDOM NUM3EP TO 
THE VARIABLE NRAND.  IF IT'S IN THE RANGE OF ZERO TO FIFTY, 
I'LL ASK YCU AN EASY QUESTION.  IF NOT, I'LL ASK A HARD 
QUESTION."; 
NRAND = RAND; 
IF NRAND LT 50: DISPLAY "WHO SHOT ALEXANDER HAMILTON?"; 
OTHER    : DISPLAY "WHO HAS THE THIRD VICE PRESIDENT?" 
ENDIF; 
GETS; 
IF S HAS "BURR" 
OTHER 
ENDIF; zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "LET'S SEE JUST HOW RANDOM THE RAND FUNCTION IS. 
I'LL GENERATE A THOUSAND RANDOM NUMBERS AND PRINT A 
DISTRIBUTION.  WATCH!"", 
NI = o; N2 = o; N3 = o; 
LOOP 1000 
DISPLAY "AARON BURR IS CORRECT!' 
DISPLAY "SORRY, IT WAS BURR!" 
NRAND = RAND; 
IF NRAND LT 33 
NRAND LT 66 
OTHER 
ENDIF 
Nl'= Nl 
N2 = N2 
N3 = N3 
i; 
l; 
l; 
END LOOP; 
DISPLAY Nl 
DISPLAY N2 
DISPLAY N3 
NUMSERS WERE IN THE RANGE OF 0 TO 33"; 
NUMBERS WERE IN THE RANGE OF 34 TO 66"; 
NUMBERS WEPE IN THE RANGE OF 67 TO 100" 
END; <* END OF SUBLESSON RANDOMIZE ») 
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Z:   1963 
2: 19£S SUBLESSON COMMANDMOCE; 
2: 200o BEGIN; 
2'- 2006 CLEAR; 
2: 2007 DISPLAY " 
2= 2008 YCU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSON COMMANDMCDE CN 
3:   15 PAGE 6"; ZZZ\   CLEAR; 
3:   31 
3:   31 DISPLAY " 
3:   32 ANY TIME YOU APE PROMPTED FOR AN ANSWER, OR PAUSING 
3:   93 ON A ZZZ COMMAND, YOU CAN ENTER PL/T LESSON STATUS COMMANDS. 
3:   9<t 
3:  161 PL/T RECOGNIZED THESE COMMANDS BY A LEADING '?'. 
3:  216 FOR INSTANCE, '7HELP' OR '?H' IS INTERPRETED AS A REQUEST 
3:  230 FOR HELP."; 
3:  297 
3:      297 SCOREABLE   =   100;      SCORED   =   75; 
3:      311 DISPLAY  " 
3:  312 USE THE NEXT PROMPT TO TRY OUT LESSON STATUS COMMANDS. 
3:  373 TYPE ?H TO GET HELP. THEN TRY OUT SOME OF THE OTHERS. 
3:  <+33 
3:  43H WARNING! 7A30RT WILL END THIS LESSON"; 
3:  478 END!         (* END OF SUBLESSON CCMMANDMCOE *) 
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478 
478  SUBLESSCN MCDERRORJ 
494  EEGIM; 
494 LABELXXX*   t*N0TE THIS IS A PERFECTLY GOOD PL/T LABEL*) 
494 (*BUT IT MAY NOT BE USED AS THE TARGET OF *) 
494 <»A REDISPLAY.  A LABEL TO BE USED AS A   •) 
494 ("REDISPLAY TARGET MAY ONLY BE FOLLOWED BY*> 
494 (*A DISPLAY STATEMENT. ») 
494 CLEAR; 
4"5 DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSCN M02ERFCR ON PAGE 7"; 
552 ZZZ\   CLEAR; 
554 DISPLAY •' 
555 THIS LESSCN YOU ARE TAKING IS BEING ADMINISTERED 
610 BY THE PL/T MONITOR.  THE MONITOR WILL ATTEMPT TO 
666 TRAP SITUATIONS WHICH WILL CAUSE A LESSON TO 
717 ABORT.  THE LESSON WILL ABORT ANYWAY, BUT AT 
763 LEAST THE LESSON TAKER WILL BE NOTIFIED OF THE 
821 CAUSE. 
834 THESE SITUATIONS APE CALLED MODE EPRCPS. 
S31 SOME ARE DIFFICULT TO FORCE, BUT THIS SUBLESSOR. 
935 IS SET UP TO GIVE YOU A CHOICE OF SEVERAL 
Q33 DIFFERENT ONES.  REMEMBER, IF YCU CHOOSE TO 
1033 ABORT, THE LESSCN IS FINISHED.  YOU MAY WANT 
1004 TO COME BACK TO THIS SUBLESSCN WHEN YOU'VE TAKEN 
1139 ALL OF THE OTHERS."; 
1165 zzz; CLEAR; 
1167 DISPLAY "YCUR AEORT CHOICES ARE: 
1194 A.  DIVISION BY ZERO (MODE ERROR 5) 
1236 B.  DISPLAY OF UNINITIALIZED VARIABLE (MODE ERROR 4) 
1295 C.  ILLEGAL REDISPLAY!MODE ERROR 8) 
1337 D.  GO BACK TO MAIN LESSON (DON'T ABORT)"; 
13S5 GETM; 
138S IF M EQ "A" : NUMBER =10/0; 
1418        M EQ "B" : DISPLAY  NUMBER", 
1442 M EQ "C" : DISPLAY  "ABOUT TO CRASH >" LABELXXX 
1489 ES'DIF 
1496   END; (* END OF SUBLESSCN MOOERRORS *) 
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SUBLESSON STRINGS; 
BEGIN 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO SUBLESSON STRINGS ON PAGE 8. 
zzz;    CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
SOMETIMES YOU WILL WANT TO AWARD FARTIAL 
CREDIT TO A LESSON TAKER'S RESPONSE.  PL/T PROVIDES 
A CONVENIENT MEANS FOR DOING SO UITH STRING RESPONSES. 
SUPPOSE THE QUESTION IS "WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF 
FLORIDA?' 
SOME ANSWERS WILL EE JUST PLAIN WPCNG, BUT ARE 
•TALAHASSEE', 'TALLAHASEE' AND 'TALLAHASSY' TO RECEIVE 
NO MORE CREDIT THAT 'MIAMI' OR 'DETROIT' 
THE PL/T STRING OPERATORS, HAS AND IN, CAN BE USED 
TO SENSE WHEN ANSWERS WERE WRONG BUT ON THE RIGHT 
TRACK. SOME EXAMPLES APPEAR BELOW."; 
222; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY "WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF FLORIDA?"; 
GETS CAPITAL; 
IF CAPITAL EQ. "TALLAHASSEE" : DISPLAY "CORRECT"; 
(CAPITAL HAS "TAL") AND 
(CAPITAL HAS "HAS")      : DISPLAY "MISSPELLED"; 
OTHER : DISPLAY "WRONG" 
ENDIF; 
DISPLAY "WHAT STATE HAS BISMARK AS IT'S CAPITOL?"; 
GETS STATE", 
IF ("DAKOTA" IN STATE) 
AND NOT 
("S" IN STATE) : DISPLAY "CORRECT"; 
OTHER : DISPLAY "WRONG- 
END IF 
END; (* END OF SUBLESSON STRINGS *) 
3: 1496 
3: 149b 
3: 1511 
3: 1511 
3: 1512 
3: 1569 
3: 1571 
3: 1572 
3: 1619 
3 1677 
3: 1738 
3 1792 
3 1808 
3 1861 
3 1922 
3 1969 
3 2026 
4 34 
4 77 
4 79 
4 115 
4 118 
4 159 
4 168 
4 205 
4 :  223 
4 •  230 
4 :  274 
4 :  277 
4 :  289 
4 :  2S9 
4 :  322 
4 :  340 
4 :  347 
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BEGIN («  BEGIN THE MAIN SUBLESSCN ») 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
YOU SHOULD REFER NOW TO THE MAIN SUBLESSCN ON 
PAGE 9."; zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
THIS LESSCN WILL INTRODUCE YOU TO SOME OF THE 
FEATURES OF PL/T.  YOU SHOULD HAVE A SOURCE LISTING OF 
THIS PROGRAM SO THAT YOU CAN MATCH THE CODE WITH PROGRAM 
EVENTS AS THEY OCCUR. 
JUST BELOW THIS DISPLAY STATEMENT IS A ZZZ STATEMENT 
WHICH WILL NOW PUT THIS LESSON TO SLEEP. 
HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE."; 
zzz; 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
NOW YOU'VE CAUGHT ON TO THE DISPLAY STATEMENT 
AND THE ZZZ STATEMENT AND, AS YOU'VE FROBABLY GUESSED. 
THE LAST DISPLAY JUST WHIZZED OFF THE TOP OF THE SCREEN AS 
A RESULT OF THE CLEAR STATEMENT.  AS COMPUTER LANGUAGES GO, 
PL/T IS FAIRLY READABLE SO SOME OF THE OTHER LANGUAGE 
CONSTRUCTS SHOULD BECOME FAMILIAR AS WE GO ON. 
THE NEXT DISPLAY STATEMENT WILL PRESENT A MENU OF CHOICES 
TO YOU.  AS WE WILL WANT TO RE-DISPLAY THE CHOICES 
LATER IN THE LESSON, WE'VE LABELED THE DISPLAY STATEMENT 
WITH THE IDENTIFIER 'CHOICES'.  SUBSEQUENTLY, WE CAN 
RE-DISPLAY THE CHOICES BY CODING THE STATEMENT 
DISPLAY CHOICES;   "J 
zzz;      CLEAR; 
4: 347 
4: 347 
4: 36 9 
4: 370 
4: 371 
4: 423 
<+: 44 0 
4- 441 
4" 493 
4: 554 
4 617 
4 645 
4 646 
4 705 
4 752 
4 732 
4 783 
4 7S4 
4 725 
4 637 
4 3=8 
4 963 
4 1029 
4 10S9 
4 1142 
4 : 1143 
4 : 1207 
4 1264 
4 : 1327 
4 : 1336 
4 : 1439 
4 : 1440 
4 : 1467 
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4: 1469 
4: 14o9 
4: 1469 
4: 1469 
4: 1469 
<*■■ 1497 
4: 1530 
4: 1555 
4: 1591 
■4: 1614 
4: 1641 
4: 1677 
4 : 1709 
4: 1741 
4: 174H 
4: 17^4 
4: 1751 
4: 17S2 
4: 1607 
4: 1832 
4: 1657 
4: 18S2 
4: 1907 
4: 1914 
4: 1920 
4: 1921 
4: 1922 
4: I960 
4: 2033 
5: 37 
5: 92 
5: 146 
5: 150 
5: 271 
5: 332 
5: 354 
5: A03 
5: 466 
5: 517 
5: 549 
5: 605 
5: 661 
5: 714 
5: 715 
5- 721 
5: 723 
5- 731 
5- 734 
5 740 
5 740 
5 768 
CHOICES*     (* THIS IS A PL/T LABEL *) 
(*IT GIVES US A UAY TO NAME THE ») 
(•ADDRESS CF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT* ) 
DISPLAY "WOULD YO'J LIKE TO REVIEW 
A..PL/T CONTROL STATEMENTS 
B..PL/T DATA TYPES 
C..INTER-MODULE COMMUNICATION 
D..RANDOMIZATION 
E..FL/T COMMAND MODE 
F..PL/T MCDE ERROR PROCESSING 
G..PL/T STRING PROCESSING 
Z..DON'T CARE TO REVIEW."; 
GETM RESPONSE (* THIS STATEMENT STORES YOUR CHOICE IN 
THE MULTIPLE-CHOICE VARIABLE 'RESPONSE' *) 
Z") 
CALL DATATYPES; 
CALL INTERMOD; 
CALL RANDOMIZE; 
CALL COMMANDMODE; 
CALL MCDERROR; 
CALL STRINGS; 
EQ "B" 
EQ "C" 
EQ "D" 
EQ "E" 
EQ "F" 
EQ "G" 
EQ "A" 
LOOP (RESPONSE NE 
IF RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 
BEGIN 
CLEAR; 
DISPLAY " 
THE CODE IMMEDIATELY SURROUNDING THIS DISPLAY GIVES 
SOME EXCELLENT EXAMPLES OF CONTROL STATEMENTS. 
NOTE FIRST THAT WE'RE INSIDE AN IF STATEMENT. 
FOR YOU TO BE SEEING THIS DISPLAY ON THE SCREEN, 
PL/T HAD TO FIRST MAKE SEVEN DECISIONS.  IT HAD 
TO DECIDE THAT THE MULTIPLE CHOICE VARIABLE 'RESPONSE" 
(SET BY YOU WHEN YOU MADE YOUR CHOICE), WAS NOT EQUAL 
TO B, C, D, E, F OR G, AND THEN DECIDE THAT 'RESPONSE' 
WAS EGUAL TO A. 
NOTE TOO THAT THE IF STATEMENT IS INSIDE A LOOP 
STATEMENT.  WE WILL STAY INSIDE THE LOOP UNTIL YOUR 
'RESPONSE' TO THE 'WOULD YOU LIKE TO REVIEW- 
QUESTION IS THE LETTER Z. 
HAD YOUR 'RESPONSE' BEEN B, C, D, E, F OR G, THEN 
INSTEAD OF EXECUTING THIS DISPLAY STATEMENT, PL/T 
WOULD HAVE MADE ONE OF THE SIX SUBLESSON CALLS" 
END 
ENDIF; 
zzz; CLEAR; 
DISPLAY CHOICES;  («RE-DISPLAY THE LABELED DISPLAY*) 
GETM RESPONSE; 
ENDLOOP; 
DISPLAY   "END   OF   LESSON.     SO   LONG"; 
END. 
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